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"WITH MAUCÉ TOWARD NONEWITH CHARITY ' FOR ALL AND WITH FIRMNESS IN THE RIGHT'
VOL. XIII

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

Three Death s
V

WILLIAM HALL
William Hall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
,
Peter Hall, of Solano, but of late Jiving on the French Tract, died at their
home near French last Tuesday. He
was
years of age and has always
been with his parents on account of
mental deficiency which made this nec.

essary. His parents, eight sisters and two
brothers survive him, his being the
first death in the family.
Funeral services were held at the
French Tract School house conducted
by the Methodist minister, from the
town of Springer.
Interment was
made at the French cemetery. His brother, Grover Hall and wife,
and sister, Mrs. John McDaniel and
husband, of Roy attended the funeral,
returning to Roy Monday..

Cochrane," of Mills, died at
their temporary home in Roy Tuesday,
April 18, from a combination of the
Whooping-coug- h
and Pneumonia, after an illness of several months duration, aged "one year, one, month and

eighteen days.
Her death ends a heroic struggle for
her life which has been waged by her
parents and physician but to no purpose. Three other children are left to
comfort the stricken parents in their
bereavement and the sympathy of the
many friends expressed by many acts
of help and thoughtf ulness in their
hour of affliction attests the esteem' in
which the family is held both in Roy
and Mills.

'

.

Funeral services were held at the
church in Mills Wednesday afternoon
conducted by Rev. R. A. Price, interment at Mills cemetery. The drive
was made in automobiles, from Roy to
the church and many friends of the
family accompanied them from Roy.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to publicly express our appreciation of the many deeds and words
of kindness and sympathy lavihsd upon
ns by our friends in our bereavement
at the death of our baby daughter.'
,

Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE COCHRANE
:
and Family.
i

SIIEIIM RACY'S BABY
T"he little child of Sherm Racy, of
Mosquero, which has been sick at the
Roy Hospital for the past thiee weeks
died Wednesday morning aged eighteen months. It suifered from whooping cough and a complication of other
diseases and its life had been despair'
ed of for some days.
Funeral Services were had at the
Hospital conducted by Rev. Price and
an auto train carried many friend with
the little casket to the Roy Cemetery
for interment Thursday, Many friends
sympathize with the parents in their

.
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Jim IS Married!

' Seems to us we had rather change
.:Attornes D. S. Durrin has rethe name of our political party and be
associated with a party that is control-e- d signed the office of ;U.'S. Comby the best men in it an4 with missioner at Solano, and has gone
lofty ideals for the betterment of the bacVeast to
live..
state than stick to the old party name
Jack Mills, Justice of the peace
and be associated with men whom we
can think of only with disgust and and one of the unterrified "live-one- s
look upon as criminals.
of the Solano Precinct has
been appointed U. S. CommisIt looks to a man on the side-linetjie satisfaction
as if the G. 0. P. Old Guard were sioner, much to.
turning in "States Evidence" against of a majority of the people of the
'
each other in their fight for nomina- precinct. '
: i.
tions.
Jack is a scrapper for the right
It can't do any harm. We already
know enough about their past history and fights in the open like a
to eternally damn. them and repetitions man." For this we admire' and
are tiresome. We haven't forgotten commend him.
anything and don't intend to.

Jim Johnson Sr, called last
Saturday and anmitted that: he
',

was married.
The bride was Miss' Elizabeth
J. Harris, of Fort Worth, Texas
and a cousin oí Mr. Johnson's
first wife: She came some weeks
ago to see if she could arrange
to accept the responsible position
of stepmother to his children.
The arrangement proved' mutually satisfactory all around and
she is installed as homekeeper.
We certainly congratulate all
parties to the arrangement, and
;

s,

trust it will result in the

realiz-

.

"Teddy" is a nasty, bitter little pill
for the G. 0. P., but it looks now like
GEORGIA EVANGELINE
they will have to swallow him or they
The infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. might as well save up their campaign

George

SATURDAY,

Men's CI

.

ation of their fondest hopes,

Open Meeting

The dance to be given by the
the Married Ladies,of Roy at the
I.O.O.F. Hall Monday night, will
be the principal social event for
this Easter-tidThe. secondary
reason for it is to raise money for
the Roy Concert Band.y All are
invited. Come, have a good time
and show your loyalty to Roy and
her Band. Don't let the women
do all the work.

Open Meeting of the Men's
money.
Brotherhood Friday Evening,
We admit to being a little "Gun-shand that is why we don't take to the April 28th. at the Schoolhouse.
"Terrible Ted" and prefer Wilson who
This will be a meeting worth
settles disputes more like a good citiThe subject of the prozen, but if it must be a Republican, let while.
,
it be Teddy.
gram will be "A Bum Meeting."
y'

''

e.

on the

a debate
There
Ralph C. Ely is spoken of by an exchange as "The Little Rebel" We subject "Resolved: That the mawouldn't resent that if we were in his jority of the unemployed in our
place. It is an earnest character that
country are made so by labor
makes him rebel at the things his party leaders do. The signers o,the dec- conditions."' There will be music
laration of Independence were Rebels to lend dignity to the occasion.
and it is a true American senthnéñt
that rebels at the ravishment of every
principle enunciated in that document.
Selfishness and bigotry have ' made
some men forget the underlying prin,
ciples upon which 'our government is
builded and it is the highest type of Home Talent Play to be given
citizen who rebels against it.
MAY 5th, 1616
ELY-ISM- S
will be

;

It appears that in San Juan Co.
a cándidacy on the Democratic,
-

ticket is desirable.- Twentyeight
announcements of cándidates for
office, mostly for Sheriff, appear
in last week's Farmington Times
Hustler, preceeding their County
Primary Convention, April 20th,

A Noble Outcast
.

-

,

,

-at

"I have not the slightest bit of sympathy with a dirty political machine
whether it is found in' New Mexico or
elsewhere and I know no difference in
parties in this regard."
"I have been unable to see any substantial improvement thru the third
party,, or Progressive movement.'
"There, will be a 'Judas Iscariot' in
every band of twelve.'
"I genuinely believe that the vast
majority of the rank and file of both
the great political parties believe in
common honesty, fair dealing and all
the other qualities which go to make
up personal uprightness in politics
just as much as they do in business.
"The Constitution of New Mexico
has so Gerrymandered the state that
there is no hope of electing a Democratic Senate and little probability of
electing a Democratic House."
"I know the old time Democratic
Leaders of this state as well as 1
know the old time Republicán leaders.
Morally and patriotically, one gang is
as bad as the other.".

.

the ROY THEATER

which is anothér evidence of adinvited. vanced civilization in San
Juan.
The Primary is not in favor in
Reserved seats 35c.
.
some counties where politicians
vGen. admission 25c.
Children, -1- 2, 25c.
? . do not care to rely on their personal popularity or qualifications
& Bills for the rest
See
The new methods which insure
a square deal to all don't appeal
to the "Gangster."
Claude Wensell and wife went
to Wagon Mound Thursday on a
Remigio Lopez took their only,
combined business and pleasure daughter, Lola, to Las Vegas
trip. They drove Goodman's car Thursday to have her eye treated
and R. Lopez and family accom- by a specialist; ' She got burned
panied them that far on the way by hot grease while s getting the
to Vegas. ' .
breakfast Monday and her sight
is threatened. Lola is a general
Miss Vera Burton, of Solano,
favorite" and many friends hope
was in Roy "shopping between
she will recover and escape distrains Thursday. .
figurement.
Benefit Roy Band.

'. All

,

:
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-

-

'

.

"

v

-

bereavement.

The "Fif th Sunday" Sunday School
Messrs Hewlett & Clark, the
convention at Mills, vis the occasion
for a lot of preparation by the S. 3. Butchers, have purchased new
workers of Roy. It will be held April gasolene engines and pump-jack- s
30th, and all who are interested in S. for their wells on the claims.
S. work, will be there as well as those
'
who like a good dinner.

Paul Nutter, wife and son, arrived
The young people of Roy are re- Sunday from Salt Lake City, Utah,
hearsing for a Home-Taleplay to called home by the serious illness of
be given soon by the band boys and his little brother, Johnny Nutter, who
."'.'
has been seriously ill for some weeks.
their lady friends.
Miss Shirley Nutter came home from
planThe Rebekah Ladies are also
school at Maxwell and has been
her
The Jewish people have generally
ning a comedy for the near future,
helping
him.
.
care
for
picelebrated "Passover, Week" the past
the proceeds to apply on the new
week. Their custom prescribes "Mat-zos- "
ano at the I. O, 0. F. Hall. These
for this observance and we should
and the School play and Graduation
LADIES AID MARKET
did not
exercises give ample warrant for the
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Meth- feel neglected if some one
occasion.
on
this
, This
erection of the fine new.stage that has odist church of Roy, will hold another remember us
who
Goodman
H.
been placed in the Roiy Theatre the market and sale of baked goods at the time it was Mrs.
with
household
a
past .week.
Floersheim store Saturday, April 22. I supplied the
certainly
don't
stack of Matzos and we
: No, lack of entertainment
in Roy TVm't. hslrfl fni Rnndav this time
these days and we are better equipped Come and buy of them and help the find his part of the ceremonial a
hardship.
;
to handle it than- - ever before.
Church cause.,
.
nt

,

S--

--

-

-

.

Stan Rychlewski has joined
the ranks of the Tractor-Farmewith a 0 chain-driv- e
I.H.
gol
C. He
it from Floersheim's
and drove it dow,n from Springer.
Stan is one of the best farmers
on the mesa and will make the
engine deliver the goods.
rs
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the foot or the 6tairs. There was a high uf at one' end by a little barred
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glitter of eyes under the bowler's
brim as Mr. Drinkwater conducted his
friends into the library.
7
square
room
of
was
a
library
The
respectable size, but very close and
dim with the one French window
Closed and curtained. Mr. Drinkwater shut the door as well, and
switched on all the electric lamps.
XVi
The electric light had been put In by
the Cravens; all the other fixtures In
CRACKSMAN,
the room, were as Cazalet remembered
them. But the former son of the house
gave himself no time to waste in sentimental comparisons. He tapped a pair
ITCWUS COMPANY
PQgP3
of mahogany doors, like those of a
wardrobe let into the wall. ' ;.
arrears as I've been able to lay my
"Have you looked in here?" dehands on," said Cazalet. "But, as I manded Cazalet,
tell you, my ship only got in from Aus"What's the use of looking in a ciI
night,
came
and
all
round
last
tralia
gar cupboard?" Drinkwater made mild
the way in her. There was nothing inquiry.
in the English papers when we
"Cigar cupboard!" echoed Cazalet
touched at Genoa."
in disgust "Did he really only use it
'
"I see, I see." The man was still for his cigars?"
...
looking him up and down. "Well, Mr.
cupboard,"
repeated
Drinkcigar
"A
Cazalet, my name's Drinkwater, and water, "and locked up at the time it
I'm from. Scotland Yard." I happen to happened. What was it, if I may ask,
be in charge of the case."
in Mr. Cazalefs time?"
"I guessed as. much," said Cazalet,
"I remember!"' came suddenly from
and this surprised Blanche more than Blanche; but Cazalet only said. "Oh,
anything else from him. Yet nothing well, if you know it was locked there's
about him was .any longer like the an end of it'-'Sweep of other days, or- of any previDrlnkwater went to the door and
ous part of that very afternoon.' And summoned his subordinate.
"Just
this was also easy to understand on fetch that chap from the pantry,
reflection; ; for if he meant to stand Tom," safd he; but the sullen sufferer
by the hapless Scruton, guilty or not from police rule took his time, In spite
guilty," he could not perhaps begin bet- of them, and was sharply rated when
ter than by getting on good terms he appeared.
with the police. But his ready tact,
"I thought you told me this was a
and in that case cunning, were cer- cigar cupboard?" continued Drinktainly a revelation to one who had water, in the browbeating tone of his
known "him marvelously as boy and first words to Cazalet outside.
youth. ;
"So it is," said the man.
"I mustn't ask questions," he con"Then where's the key?"
tinued, "but I see you're still search"How should I know? I never kept
ing for things, Mr. Drinkwater."
it!" cried the butler, crowing over
"Still minding our own job," said his oppressor for a change. "He would
Mr. Drinkwater genially. They had
sauntered on with him to the corner
of the house, and seen a bowler hat
bobbing in the shrubbery down the
drive. Cazalet laughed like a man.
"
"Well, I needn't tell you I know every inch of the old place," he said;
"that is, barring alterations," as
Blanche caught his eye.. "But, I expect
this search is narrowed, rather?"
"Rather," said Mr. Drinkwater,
standing still in the drive. He had
also taken out a presentation gold
suitably inscribed in memory of one of his more bloodless victories. But Cazalet could always be
obtuse, and now he refused to look
an inch lower than the detective-inspector'- s
bright brown eyes. 7
"There's just one jrtace that's occurred to me, Mr. Drinkwater, that
perhaps may not have occurred to

1

v W.llVttlIU
AulKor ofGKeAMMHJR
RAFEES. Etc.
IliUSIRATIONS te O.
AWERS
COPVRIOHT
á
.

CVfr

SYNOPSIS.

.

Cazalet. on the steamer Kaiser Frita,
homeward bound from Australia, cries
out in his sleep that Henry Craven, who
ten year before had ruined his father
and himself, is dead and finds that Hilton Toye, who shares the stateroom with
him, knows Craven and also Blanche
Macnalr, a former neighbor and playmate. When the dally papers come
aboard at Southampton Toye reads that
Craven has been murdered and calls
Cazalefs dream second sight. He thinks
of doing a little amateur detective work
on the case himself. In the train to town
they discuss the murder, which was committed Rt Cazalefs old home. Toye hears
from Cazalet that Scruton, who had been
Cazalefs friend and the scapegoat for
Craven's dishonesty, has been released
from prison. Cazalet goes down the
river and meets Blanche. Toye also
comes to see her and tells Cazalet that
Scruton has been arrested, but as he
doesn't believe the old clerk is guilty he
is going to ferret out the murderer.
Cazalet and Blanche go to Cazalefs old
home.
;

CHAPTER

Continued.

VI

"Every inch of it!", he said bitterly.
"But so I ought, if anybody does."
"But these rhododendrons weren't
here in your time. They're the one
improvement.
Don't you remember
how the path ran around to the other
end of the yard? This gate into it
wasn't made."
"No more it was," said Cazalet, as
they came up to the new gate on the
right It was open, and looking
through they could see where the old
gateway had been bricked. The rhododendrons topped the yard wall at that
point, masking it from the lawn, and
making on the whole an improvement
of which anybody but a former son of
the house might have taken more account.
He said

he could ; see no other
change.. But for tfce fact that these
windows were wide open, the whole
place seemed as deserted as Little-ford-;
but Just past the windows, and
flush with them, was the tradesmen's
door, and the two trespassers were
barely abreast of it when , this door
opened and disgorged a man.
The man was at first sight' a most
incongruous figure for the back prem-- '
ises of any house, especially in the
country. He was tall, rather stout,
Very powerfully, built and rather handsome in his way; yet not for one moment was this personage in the picture, in the sense in which Hilton
Toye had stepped into the Littleford
picture.;
7v
"May I ask what you're doing here?"
he demanded bluntly of the male in''
;'.
truder
'
"No harm, I hope," replied Cazalet,
smiling, much to his companion's relief. She had done him an injustice,
however, in dreading an explosion
when they were both obviously In the
wrong, and she greatly admired the
tone he took so readily, "I know
we've no business here whatever; but
it happens to te my old home, and t
only landed from Australia last night.
I'm on the river for the first time, and
simply had to have a look around."
The other big man had looked far
from propitiated by the earlier, of
these remarks, but the closing sen,
tences bad worked a change.
young
Mr.
you
Cazalet?"
ho
"Are
7-:7-

-

-

.

.

half-hunte- r,

you."

.

,

"Where's that, Mr. Cazalet?"
"In the room where the room
itself." :
Mr. Drlnkwater's long stare ended
You can show
in an indulgent smile.
you
like,"
me if
said he indifferently.
I
you
suppose
know we've, got
"But
:
the man?"

'

CHAPTER VII.

.

After Michael Angelo.
'T was thinking of his cap," said
Coialet, but only as they returned to
the tradesmen's door, and just as
Blanche put in her. word, "What about
me7" fv;"'-r'7
Mr. Drinkwater eyed the trim white
figure standing in the sun. "The more
the merrier!' his grim humor had it.
"I dare éay you'll be able to teach us
a thing or twefas well, miss."
She could not help nudging Cazalet
in recognition of this shaft. But Cazalet did not look round; he had now set
foot In his old home.
7.It was all strangely still and inactive,
trted.v:.v:;''v'';t
was,"
laughed as though domestic animation had
"I am, or rather I
:
been suspended indefinitely. Yet the
Cazalet, still on his mettle.
"You've read all about the case open kitchen" door revealed a female
.then, I don't mind betting!" exclaimed íóraav In mufti; a sullen face looked
the other with a Jerk of .his topper to- out of the pantry as they passed ; and
through the old green door (only now
ward the house behind him.
'Tve read all 1 found in the papers it was a red one) they found another
htt tisat and this morning, and such bowler hat beat ovr a pink paper at
,

-

:

"

"May
.

Ask What You're Doing
Here?" He Bluntly Asked.
I

it, on

his own bunch; find his
watch, and all the other things that
were missing from his pockets when
your men went through 'em, and you
may find his keys, too!"
Drinkwater gave his man a double
signal; the door slammed on a petty
triumph for the servants' hall; but
now both Invaders remained within.
"Try your hand on it, Tom," said the
e
"I'm a
superior officer.
super
explained
somewhat
here," he'
fluously to the others, as Tom applied
himself j to the lock in one mahogany
door. "Man's been drinking. I should
say. He'd better be careful, because
I don't take to him, drunk or sober.
I'm not surprised at his master not
trusting him. It's just possible that
the place was openhe might have
been getting out his cigars before
dinner but I can't say I think there's
much in it. Mr. Cazalet."
It was open again broken open-be- fore
many minutes; and certainly
there was not much in It, to be seen,
except cigars. Boxes of these were
stacked on what might have 'been
meant for a shallow desk (the whole
place was shallow as the wardrobe
that the doors suggested, but lighted
keep

free-lanc-

window - of. its own) oíd according
to Cazalet 'a desk It had really' been. 7
His poor father ought never to have
been a business man; he ought to
have been a poet Cazalet said this
now as simply as he had said It to
Hilton Toye on board the Kaiser Frits.
Only he went rather further for the
benefit of the gentlemen from Scot- land Yard, who took not the faintest
interest in the late Mr. Cazalet,1 beyond poking their noses- - into ,his diminutive sanctum and duly turning
them up at what they saw.
"He used to complain that he was
never left in' peace on Saturdays and
Sundays, which of course were his
only quiet times for writing," said the
son, elaborating his tale with filial
;
piety. "So once when I'd been trying
to die of scarlet fever, and my mother
brought me back from Hastings after
she'd had me there some time, the
old governor told us he'd got a place
where he could disappear ; from the

"

.

district at a moment's notice and yet
be back in another moment if we, rang
the gong. I fancy he'd got to tell her
where it was, pretty quick; but I only
found out for myself by accident.
Years afterward he told me he'd got
the Idea from Jean Ingelow's place In
Italy somewhere."
said Blanche,
"It's In Florence
laughing. "I've been there and seen
It, and it's the exact same thing. But
you mean Michael Angelo, Sweep!"
"Oh, do I?" he said serenely. "Wéll,
I shall never forget how I found out
its existence."
"No more shall I." You told me all
about it at the time, as a terrific secret, and I may tell you that I've kept
it from that day to this!"
"You would," he said simply. "But
think of having the nerve to pull up
the governor's floor! It only shows
what a boy will do. I wonder if the
.
hole's there still!"
Now all the time the planetary, detective had been watching his satellite engaged in an attempt to render
the damage done to the mahogany
Neidoors a little less conspicuous.
any
taking
further
ther appeared to be
interest in the cigar cupboard, or paying the slightest attention to Cazalefs reminiscences. But Mr. Drinkwater happened to have heard every
word, and in the last sentence there
was one that caused him to prick up
his expert ears instinctively.
"What's that about a hole?" said
he, turning round.
"I was reminding Miss Macnalr how
'
the place first came to be"
"Yes, yes. But what about some
hole in the floor?"
of
"l made one myself ' with-on- e
of
sorts
all
contain
that
knives
those
one
was
saw.
It
including
a
of things,
Saturday afternoon in the summer hoi-- ,
idays. I came in here from the gar
den as my father went out by that
door into the hall, leaving one of
these mahogany doors open by mistake. It was the chancp of my life;
in I slipped vo have a look. He came
back for something, saw. the very door
you've broken standing ajar, and shut
it without looking In. ' So there I was
in a nice old trap ! I simply daren't
call out and give myself away. There
the
was a bit of loose oilcloth on
'
:

.

;

floor"

"

'

"

"There is still," said the satellite,
I
7
pausing-ihis task.
i'l moved the oilcloth, in the end;
hawked up one end of the board (luckily they weren't groove and tongue),
sawed through the next one to it, had
it up, too, and got through Into the '
foundations, leaving everything much
as T had found it The place is so
small tbat the oilcloth was obliged to
fall In place, if It fell anywhere. But
I had plenty of time, because ' my
'
people had gone in to dinner."
burglar,
a
been
to
ought
have
"You
sir," said Mr. Drinkwater Ironically.
"So you covered up a sin with a crime,
like half the gentlemen who go
through my hands for the first and
last time ! i But how did you get out
of the foundations?"
n
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at 10,

Christian Ohurcn.
grants to encourage a race feud
against him.
presence is necessary.

And in the meantime the Republican
press
is announcing that perfect harmatter at the
Entered as second-clas- s
mony
exists in the Republican party.
postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.
It is the kind of harmony that adds
to the certainty of a Democratic vic: I
tory at the polls next November.

Rev. G. B.
Y.-P.-S-

SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT

SCHOOL

at

Per Year

Methodist Epixcopal Church

Church Directory

Catron-ite- s

"

-

Your

4th Sunday, 11, AM.
2 Mills. 1st &3d Suiidayi, 11 AM.
'
2d Sütidiy, 730 PM
2d Sunday, 4tb:í.8QPM,

ROY,
.

"

Hall, Supt,

lsi t

3d

.

Rer. S. L FORD, Péitof.
'

H, M. Henson, President

SCHEDULE OF
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
,

Miss lillian'Giuner, Sec'y.

Meets at the Christian Churchy
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial' welcome extended to
'
all visitors.

Buck up there and be a man!.
You look like an also-raWho Would back you in a race
While defeat is in your face?

Suudars, 7.30 PM

lr

C. E,

.

'

A, M.

.

Second aud fourth,
3.00 PM.
Sundays,
.
.
,PM.
7.30,
SundayThird
Mosquero,
Second and Fourth,
We can see you aren't fit,
'
00 AM.
Sundays,
ll7.30
We can tell you've lost your grit.
'
PM.
First Sunday,
Why waste time to lend a hand '
CATHOLIC
Bradley School, First and
To a coward where's your sand ? ,
'
Third Sundays, 11.00 AM.
Mass once each month at the
7.00 PM.
but?
Second
Sunday,
You've lost nothing
your nerve;
announcDates
Church.
Catholic
'Till you find it, you deserve
receive a cordial
All the kicks and cuffs you get-- All
ed in advance.
.
at any or all of
the turn-dowthat you've met.
Rev.'Fr. Ant. Cellier.
n:

Solano,
.

v

,

;

Srtltwiíl

ns

these Services.

Other men have had the same
Priest in charge,
,
Run of luck and beat the game. '
Jcie L Meredith. Pator.
You're the only one to blame
BAPTIST
For the hell you're passing through;
Hardship is a quitter's due.
Second Sunday in each month.
Lodge Directory
Herbert Kauffman
Servicf 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev, R. A. Price, Pastor.
THEY SAY'
Don't believe it give her the benefit
of the doubt. The odds are, already
CHIUSTIAN
Homestead Lodge, Nd. 46
against her; besides a tattler is apt
'
to be a liar.
ROY
I. O. O. F.
evidence
she's
Fair play demands
Services first Sunday of each Meet every Wednesday evening at
entitled to a hearing before a sneering.
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
month at 11 a. nu
Visiting members always welcome
A lifted eyebrow, a wink, a leer, a
Third Sunday at 11 a. m.
shrugged shoulder, are frail and conJ. E. Russell. Wm. Q. Johnson.
Secretary
which
by
to
temptible testimonies
Noble Grand.
You
judge a woman's character.
Communion at all morning ser'
haven't heard her side of the ..story
'
,
vices.
gossip" never does.
'
"They say" has snarled more lives,
PLEASANT VIEW
D. of R.
blasted more hopes and done more to
Lodge No.
Month
Sunday
3,
each
First
at
first-clas- s
sua
make this fair earth
L O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
burb of Hell than any pair of words p.m. Second Sunday at 3; p.m. Meets in 3d.
Friday evening of each
and
1st.
in the vocabulary of meanness. '
month, Visiting members always wel.

Santa Fe, April 18. Troubles in the
0. P. ranjs in New Mexico continue
to multiply, and the splits between the
various factions of the party are becoming more pronounced daily.
Segunda' Romero,' of San Miguel,
has become bitter in his opposition
to HolmO. Bursum of Soccorro, his
principal rival for, the Republican
nomination for governor, and is openly
attacking him through the columns
of his "El Independiente," a Spanish
weekly of Las Vegas. He Í3 announcing
that history will repeat itself if Bur- sum is again nominated, and incidentally is proclaiming himself a Republican Saviour, and 'the "most heroic
figure" in the Republican party.
It will be recalled that Romero ap
peared spectacularly heroic at the time
f his iinnrovnlififl assault on Judce
E. V. Long, aged Democratic jurist,
at the San Miguel county jail, and
again in connection with his notorious
attempt to "investigate" the state
penitentiary during the last session of
the legislature, when even his Republican-colleagues
qjuit him in disgust.
In addition to his attacks on BurPmiprn i? nlavinc ud the race
én
issue, and is leaving nothing undone
to arouse race prejudice. In thin he is
being gallantly abetted by 0. A.
political ecrobat, a native of
Old Mexico, who has his heart set on
th'3 Republican nomination for the súpleme court.
In turn, Bursum, who also has some
heroic performances to his credit,
notably the "Burning of the Books."
and his backers are ridiculing the
possibility of Romero's election in
: v cil L
o
ui uij iiviiiiuvw
that he would be "scratched" by Republicans from one end of the state to
the other. They are pointing out, pars,
that
ticularly to
corpoclose
the Romero family is a
ration; that it has. already succeeded
in acquiring several hundred thousand
dollars in public salaries, and that in
the event of the nomination and elec
tion of Secundino only members of
the family and their relatives would
get the jobs.
' And to add to the troubles of Romero and Bursum, Ralph C. Ely, Republican state chairman, has cast his
'hat into the ring, and is now engaged
in collecting rocks to dump into the
cogs of the old Republican machine,
campaign
Ely plans a
that is certain to prove painful to his
opponents for he gubernatorial nomination. He hasn't a remote chance of
Ifrettini? anvwhere. but he promises to
rtllf 111 ilfC" IVl
AIhi uumwouü
snow up Xltne umciiiuc
such a way as"to deprive them of the
support , of many of the more independent, Republicans.
Like Romero and Bursum, Hubbel
and Catron also are indulging in pleas'
antries at each other's expense, and
"Bull" Andrews is lying in wait, hoping for an opportunity to. exploit
.some political dynamite under either
G.

Lar-razol- a,

Spanish-American-

v

-
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24,

--

MILLS
'
come.
4th Sunday at 11.00 a.- m.
Mrs. Clara Uussexl, N. G.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.
-

None of us get more for ourselves
than we give of ourselves. ,
.Business is wise to all the ways of

dodgers.
A man has to slow down quite a
while in advance to stop precisely at
the tape and an employe who has the
habit of quitting at the gong, can only
manage to do it by postponing, until
the following day, some of the Work
that bobs up around closing time.

;
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and LIVERY

IRVING FLORSHEIM, CANDIDATE

Fa S BrOWnf Proprietor

í. C.
Cimarron, "N. M., April 15.
of
the
publisher
Florsheim, editor and
hearty
receiving
Springer Times, is
support from the Democrats of Colfax
county for the nomination for representative to the state legislature. Mr.
Florsheim is quite popular with the
this county and will reDemocrats
ceive the united support of the organization. He is a conscientious worker
for and on behalf of the party, his
friends say, and is entitled to some
recognization.
'

and AVERY TRACTORS
WlT

Me p SLIT WO r K

Expor Mechanics

cajoling station

'

.

Cars Housed and Cared for
,

a
T. Howell orders the S-sent to him on the Mills routé aftejf
May 1st.--

.

A,

'

,. NEW REAL ESTATE .AGENCY."
"''-

I am having 'inquiries every day
about deeded land and relinquishments.
If yours is' for sale, it might be just
what they are looking for.
The J. E. Wildman Realty ,Co.
v

L I V E R Y Service

High-Cla- ss

Bathless Middle Ages.
Greece had baths for every citizen;
bo had Rome, but the Goths broke her
aqueducts and the fanatics closed the
publi baths being dirty themselves)
and Home fell and the Dark Ages set
in. ."A thousand years without
bath,'' as Michelet epitomized them.

Roy, N. M.
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Agency for

FOR

ICE CREAM Now on Sale all
the time at the Soda Fountain- -Fairview Pharmacy.
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ACTIVE IN CLUB WORK

l!l THE TOEL'CIS

Vivid Description of His Expcri-- " ber of the shells, but was unable to
think. Every man was hugging the
;
French
by
Penned
a
ence
wall ' of the trench. If we could only
sleep and not wake up again, so as to
.lieutenant.
be out of this hell! '
"'Be careful, my friends. Now that
the bombardment has ceased we can
MEN'S NERVES SHATTERED expect the enemy.' A few of the men
arose with an effort They looked at
me bewildered and did not seem to
Quiet of Day It Broken by Terrific understand. Their faces were the color of the earth.
Bombardment That Makes the
'
"Ah, what was that? A few meters
In
Ship
Earth Rock Like
off,
at the entrance of the trench, I
a Storm.
saw soldiers like so many, ants digging
Paria. The Paris Journal prints a in the earth. They had thrown their
most graphic account written by a guns aside and their only aim now was
French lieutenant, in simple but vivid to save their comrades, who were bur
language, of his experience during a ied under the earth by the collapse of
heavy bombardment of the French the walls of the trench. I saw Lieu
tenant Bauties there giving orders.
lines recently by the Germans:
"The day was quiet," writes this of- v " 'Eight poor fellowu are lying under
ficer.
there for almost two hours now,' he
'Towards evening we received a shouts. 'Only by a miracle was I saved
broadside of rifle fire, which dislodged from being there too. It seems imposa few sandbags. Then everything was sible for us to reach the men. What
quiet again.
a terrible night this has been!'
"At nine o'clock I went below to my
"And with a sort of tired laugh, he
dugout for something to eat Our lit- added:
tle table was already set, and tne
" 'And to think thafsuch an awful
steaming coffee was just placed before experience as this has been is never
me when suddenly there was an ex- even mentioned in the reports. "
plosion that shook the earth beneath
our feet and scattered pieces of rock
ROMANCE OF COAT BUTTON
and clay in our midst
" 'It's no use,' said one of the men.
'I see we are not going to be permit- Left With a Note Where It Was
ted to eat
Found Button Brings a Wed-- ,.
and
"I climbed back into the trench,
ding.
not a sound was heard.
'Where was the explosion?
Gardner, Kan. When James H.
To the right,' answered a voice in Newston, a banker of Wllliamstown,
the dark. 'Be careful; they are send- Utah, punctured a tire on his motor
shells. car he was forced to lay over two
ing us those
There's one coming now.,
day 8 in Edgerton, near here. While
"I crouched down against the wall walking along the road Newston found
and in a twinkling fifty meters of the a button of a woman's coat He wrote
trench were ground to dust. Sparks this note and hung it and the butflew and dark,' gaseous fumes eclipsed ton on the fence post:
the blackness of the night. .Then
The owner of this button has found
came another shell on its murderous a place in my heart.
mission, tearing up the earth and acLaura Ellsworth, a schoolteacher,
companied by deafening thunder.
the owner of the button, found it and
"Things began to look serious. Some the note. She took the button and

Certain Fundamental Considerations to Bear in Mind.

C

Domestic Water Supply Is Absolutely
EssentialMake Provision for Gar--.
den to Insure Family Living
v
Silo Saves Feed.
(By ALVIN KEZER, Colorado Agricultural miWo Fnrt fnlilnn. Colo.1
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Mrs. John Kerf oot Haywood, wife ol
Washington physician, i
a
actively identified with the Congreswell-know- n

sional Union for Woman Suffrage and
with various peace movement. She It
prominent in club work and In resi'
dent Washington society.

:

one shouted:
'"Lieutenant, there is no sense in
your standing there and risking your
..;
life!' ,
"The man was right. I returned to
the dugout The bombardment continued like one continuous roll of
thunder. A heavy rock, loosened by
the detonations, fell at my feet
"'And yet we hear," says one of my
men, 'that they are short of ammuni' '
r
tion.'
"I was getting tired of this. We had
to answer those fellows. I asked the
telephone operator to connect me with
the commander.
,
" There is no answer,' said the op
erator. 'The wire has probably been
shot away.'
"I scrjbbled something on a piece of
paper and handed it to one of my
,

v

young men.
" 'The telephone is disconnected, my
get this to the
friend. See that-yo- u
commander. Have a little brandy?'
" 'If you please.'
and was off.
. "He smiled, 'saluted
TélI
off
Fifty meters
with a shot in
hé
,
his' neck. v ?
)'
'i ;....
"The bombardment grew more in
Our
Oh, what; a night!
tense.
trenches seemed to sway to and fro,
like the deck of a ship in a storm The
air was full of sulphur fumes and
breathing became difficult Death sur
rounded us. I wondered how many
And
of my men' were still alive!
foe
we
be
to
withstand
able
the
would
on
charge
our
trenches?
made
a
if he
I nerved myself to remain calm. How
I would have liked to lay down and
sleep! Strange, that the roaring of

left this message:
Tomorrow this button will be worn
over my heart
Newston found the second note. He
was introduced to Miss Ellsworth. He
proposed, was accepted and married.
He is now on his way to San Francisco
on his honeymoon, driving overland in
his car. "

GIFT PACKAGER
ininn

LIGHTED MATCHES ON FEE!
Wild Man of Northwest Has Horny
Calluses on His Pedal Ex-

tremities.
Kan. Because he allowed young men to come to his dugout and gamble, Guy Williams, the
wild man of northwest Kansas, hag
been placed in the Brown county almsyears
Williams is sixty-fou- r
house.
old and for the past six years has
been living in a hole dug out of the
side of a hill along Roys creek, about
ten miles northeast of town. He went
almost without clothes and seldom
wore shoes, even in the coldest weather. His feet had become so calloused
that it was a common sight to see
him scratch matches' on the soles ol
his bare feet. He had refused all offers of help and insisted on living a
solitary life in the hole which he
had dug for himself.

Hiawatha,

SOLDIERS

FOR GERMAN
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The dry farmer should make provision for a garden somewhere near
his well. If a good well is present for
domestic water Bupply it can be used,
especially if a little storage is possible,
to insure a good small garden, if the
water is properly applied at the right
time.
s
The dry farmer should by all means
plan his cropping system so as to grow
feed for at least a few chickens and
pigs, so that the family living will be
insured. The type of other live stock
which he chooses to grow will depend
a great deal upon his location, as
either dairy or meat animals can
profitable.
There will be seasons when an abundance of feed will
be produced. There will be other seasons when the amount of feed produced
must be very carefully husbanded in
order to permit existence; consequent- ly, sooner or later the dry farmer
should come to the proposition of saving all of his feed, and in extra good
crop years to store up excess feed
to tide him over the lean years which
are bound to follow one season or an'
other.
, The wide use of the silo Is bound to
come as a part of this development
because it permits all, or practically
all, the feed grown to be stored In
available succulent condition for futuro feeding.
No method of dry curing of the crop
is so efficient that it does not waste
at least as much as 30 per cent In
the dry windy conditions which prevail as much as SO per cent of the feed
value may be lost If put in the silo
at least 90 per cent should be saved
under normal conditions. In other
words, the loss need hot be over ten
per cent and often will be less than
five per cent The silo making possible this great saving in feed is bound
to have a much greater use upon the
'
dry farms.
The entire system can be summarized then, briefly'as follows: forage
crops are best adapted to the soil and
climatic conditions. In the best management they should be grown and
placed in the silo, to be fed later to
live stock. Grain farming should be entirely supplementary to the general
system. Of the grain cash crops
which may be grown, we have winter
wheat, flax and Mexican beans. With
winter wheat and flax especially, the
farmer, should look upon the proposition as a chance for getting something extra, his living and his mala returns to be obtained from live stock
which axe fed upon forage crops.
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shells through the air always produces
drowsiness. I fought against this
weakness. Courage returned when the
bombardment seemed to slacken for a
moment However, we only deluded
Thousands of gift packages lying in one of the1 distributing centers of the
ourselves, for the shells were coming
faster and faster and thicker and German Red Cross. These parcels are being sorted preparatory to being
, ,
thicker. I tried to figure out the call lent to the fighting men in the trenches.
'.

i

Dry farming at its best is serious
business. As a consequence, there
are certain fundamental considerations
which the settler should bear in mind.
A well for domestic water supply is absolutely essential. If such domestic
water supply cannot be obtained upon
the land or immediately adjacent, to
it other features would have to be
extremely desirable to make it advisable to locate a home. The production of crops is more or less uucer- - '
tain and the prospective settler should
by all means bring sufficient' capital
in money, or in money and materials,
to carry him through at least one year
until production can be started.
,
PY" iha ntnot nari tVin rtlntna oro
treeless. In the building of a home,
one of the first things, after the house
and sheds fo live stock are provided,
should be the making of some provisions for trees. Where land is properly prepared and properly cultivated,
trees can be grown almost anywhere
on the plains, provided they are given,
sufficient space.

1
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WORKING A DRY FARM
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THE

Advertised

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Letters

N

Acme Harvesting Machinery

New Mexico Jack

'Binders, Mowers, Hay
The following is a list of Advertised Headers,
They
letters remaining in the Roy, New Rakes, a complete line.

fPERSONAL andj

Mexico, Postoffice for more than ten
days prior to the week beginning
April 17, 1916. '

.:.'.-LOCÁL'-

MissSimonita Trujillo
Letter
Mr. Walter K. Willier
Letter
No., 3 Mr. Santiago Gutierrez Letter
The ahove letters will remain advertised for fourteen days, and if uncalled for át the close of .that time, the
same will be sent to the Division of
Dead Letters, Washing
C.
One cent postage due will be collected on each of the above letters
d. When calling for the above
letters, please say advertised.
;
William C. .Tnhnsnri. P. M.
No. 1
No. 2

A serious accident was almost providentially avoided Saturday night when
Joss Davenport, driving his Dodge car
ran into the rear of a wagon driven
by Rev. J. T. Howell on the road north
of townv Jess' lights went out and
he was trying to adjust them. It was
bright moonlight but he failed to see
the team or they him till they were
within a few feet. At the impact the
neckyoke broke and the traces all came
unhooked, the team dragged Rev.
Howell out By the lines, got away and
ran thru two wire fences, got tangled ' '
Named After Inventor.
and were down but unhurt when found.
Macadamised 'roads are so called
Mrs. Howell was thrown backwards trom John Loudon Macadam, their in
"over the seat but neither were ser- ventor. .
r
iously hurt.
,
i
It was one of the unexplainable accidents and the parties" to it are the
best of friends so there Í3 no unpleasantness over.it.
de-live-

.

re

are sold

on

this mesa only

Bred by "Point O' Rock"

Jack and Jennet Faim,

by- -r

--

Chico, New Mexico

IRA THETFORD,

Thirty two miles north of Roy,
Has for sale Six Registered. Jacks,
fiom Colts to 9 years old. Reglitered
and fcll stock Guaranteed as represent

Mills, New Mexico.
Write or see me for Catalog

n
ean save you
ed.
any machine to make it Mr. C. W. Knotts, the owner of the
worth your while.
farm has recently purchased a 1,2001b
Kentucky Jack. This bunch of Jacks
Dentist,
popular
and Jennets is the best in New Mexico
Dr. Locke, the
see this
will be unable to. come to Roy as Those wishing to buy should
All are raised and broke right
advertised, next week and will stock.
and will be sold fight on one and two
come May 1st to 7th instead.
"
years time.

l

and price

mon-.yvb-

Note the change in dates.

C, W, KnotU, PropV,
Chico, N. M.

Subscribe tor the Spanish-America- n
and keep posted on whatis going on
in your neighborhood. ' .

Jack Galiegos'.had the misfor
tune to lose the' big brown mare
formerly owned by Lestef Flint,
She was in a team that ran, away

J. B. Goodnight has been visiting in
town for the past few days. He is
just out of a hospital in Denver where

with a plow and.was hurt sobad- lv. she had to be shot.
It is a se- rious loss and breaks up Jack's
farm team.

he was operated upon several timbes.
He is looking better than he has for

years ard isj?aining strength rapidly

Profs. Harry and John Brockman
were in town Saturday. JoTm'came in
to get a whiff of printers ink and visit
awhile. He can't get away from the
print shop "Bug."

fremfhe

Bud Finch came up

ranch Wednesday and stayed to
comfort his friend, Sherm Racy
..
in his bereavement
.

came down) from
to visit at theAndy
Monday
Springer
Bud-'.Tynda-

ll

;

Hern homeland with other friends
here. He brought a sample of the fish
they have in Springer lake 'with him.

'"fjp.f

Dan.Laumbach was iriJ' town
Wednesday, as usual hurrying to
get started home. V

'i0!

,

.

Itf r Moore, of Mosquero, accompanied by the.E. P.:& S. W. Agent at
.

Mosquero

FARMERS ATTENTION

was in town Monday, on

business. They thought something unusual was going on to account for so
many teams on the street, but are
convinced that boom appearances are
merely normal in Roy."
,

Baum Bro s

,

Frank Howell had a busy day Mon
day with a sick horse. He drove to
town with his fine big span of gre;
mares. Oné was sick when he got
here and he doped her all day wiU
the result that she recovered.

Have Just Receved
A Full CAR LOAD
of

z:

mmmmmmmmm'

Jesse L. Meredith, pastor of the
Methodist church' at Solano, was a wel
come caller at this office Monday witii
some printing he wanted done. He
and his family drove to town in their

"Q)

Ford.

FARM
MACHINERY

ii

'

Mr. and Mrs. T. J. McClure, who
have' been here1 for several months
visiting their daughter, Miss Virginia,
left Monday for Vinita, Oklahoma,
where they will visit for a short time
with another daughter, Mrs. Gertrude
Patterson. From there they will .return- to their home at Eldon, Missouri.
' ,Noel
Burton and family have moved
here from Salano, and are living in the

house recently vacated by.E. D.
and family. '

A Perfect Fit Guaránteéd.

F

Mills Developer.

j-

.

PUMPS

-
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Parents' Presente Sufficient.
Little Harry had an operation and
while coming '.'.out of the anesthetic
looked up at his nurse and said: !'Is
p'v mamma here?" The nurse said;
"Yes." Then he said. "Is ray papa
here?" Again the nurse assured him
that his parents were both at his bed-ridThinking a little he said: "Then
you can go. When a child has its
mother and father that's all it wants."

V i

.

e.

Cigarettes.
In Slam the natives smoke? cigaLotus-Flowe-

r

tobacco
wrapped in dried banana leaves or.
in the; petals of, the royal lotus flower.
In the latter form they are most de-- .
licious, according to Carl C. Hanson,
"United States consul at Bangkok. .

rettes made of

home-grow- n

.

'I

Deep-We- ll

.

'

o

The Celebrated
'Samson' Wind-Mi-ll

s

Bart-mes-

-

Good Old Times Revived

1

I

The Grand Easter Ball to bé given by the
Married Ladies of Roy April 24th, will be a revival
;.
of the Good Old Dances of the Past ; '.;
The best of Music has been engaged, Refreshwill be
ments will be served. All of the
í
í
. v
present Don't miss it.
Proceeds go to pay the balance due on the Band
Instruments of the Roy Concert Band; r.;:.:Z'---

and Caseing,
Stock and 5torage '
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Old-Time-
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welcome' awaits you. ;
"'
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A cordial
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Safety-Flue-

s

a Specialty.

We Can and Will
Save You Money.

E um"iuros.
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Get the Habit of

NEW MEXICO

Drinking Hot Water

LIEXIM

IN APRIL CROP AND LIVE STOCK

REPORT.

STATE NEWS

Before Breakfast

Condition
Says we can't look or feel right
with the system full
of poisons.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

.

COMING EVENTS.
Republican State Convention
at Albuquerque.
Millions of folks bathe internally May 24 Democratic State Convention
at Albuquerque.
now instead of loading their system June
8
Teachers' Meeting at East
Las Vegas.
with drugs. "What's an inside bath!"
Cowboys' Reunion at Lai
you say. Well, it is guaranteed to per- July
Vegas.
form' miracles if you could believe Sept 7 State Tennis Tournament at
Roswell.
these hot water enthusiasts. .
Oct. 6
New Mexico Bankers' AssociThere are vast numbers of men and
ation . Convention at Grand- Cafion,
Ariz.
women who, immediately upon arising
morning,
glass
a
of real
drink
in the
Taos is to have a new jail. '
hot water with a teaspoonful of limeRoswell is to have a summer
stone phosphate in it. This is a very
excellent health measure. It is in- school.
.The tmallpox epidemic at Clovis is
tended to flush the stomach, liver, kidabout
ended.
neys and the thirty feet of intestines
Fire destroyed the livery barn of A.
of the previous day's waste, sour bile
and indigestible material left over in S. Beck at Clovis.
Deming will observe April 15. to 22
the body which, if not eliminated every
day, become food for the millions of as Dress Up Week.
bacteria which Infest the bowels, the
T. P. Gormon has been appointed
quick result is poisons and toxins postmaster at Tucumcari.
which are then absorbed into the
Santa Fe Presbyterians are ' plan
blood causing headache, bilious at ning to erect a new church building.
tacks, foul breath, bad taste, colds,
A local branch of the American
stomach trouble, kidney misery, sleep- Red Cross is being organized in Sil-vlessness, impure blood and all sorts
City.
bf ailments.
Clayton
has ' a mysterious poison
People who feel good one day, and :
case which nearly cost the life of J. Wl
badly the next, but who simply can
Van Horn.
not get feeling right are urged to obThe body of Charles C. Brainerd,
tain a quarter pound of limestone
phosphate from any druggist or store- the Tyrone bartender was buried iu
keeper. This will cost very little but Silver City.
A Silver City trained nurse, Miss
Is sufficient to make anyone a real
crank pn the subject o! internal sani- Emmeline Silva, has been stricken

April
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the skin, cleansing, sweetening and
freshening, so limestone ' phosphate
;and.. hot water act on the stomach,
liver, kidneys and .bowels. It is vastly more, important to bathe on the inside than .on the outside, because the
skin pores do not absorb impurities in
ja.
.k!i. ik.
iu lúe uiuuu, wmie
lu o iuuwbi yures uu.
v
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typhus at El Paso
F. W- - Nations has shipped 1,000
head, of Angora goats from his. ranch
near Montoya to market.
A "Sunlight Meeting' of farmers to
hear the gospel of better farming was
a new departureat Auga Fria.
'The. $20,000 iesue of Deming sewer
extension bonds carried at the recent
election by a vote of 75 to 25.
Orders have been issued for the establishment of an underground telephone system at Fort Bayard. .
lion
v Peter Gimson killed a mountain
seven
noar Cimarron which measured
feet ten inches from tip to tip.
At Ihe recent elections water bpnda
were voted by the Citizens of Cimarron, East Las Vegas and Las Cruces.
Contracts for beets are being signed
up and the acreage this year on the
Maxwell tract will be fully 500 acres.
'
More than 300 nativ is, men, women
and children, ' were confirmed by
Bishop Schuler, of El Paso, at San
With

Just a? soap and hot water act on

t--

1

--Adv.

'

Some nervous nebrjlo with a few
.
.
.
.
uiiu uu ultimo ia&e cAciuiac ujr
making a run on a bank.

'via.
uuiiciia

KIDNEY TROUBLE
HOT REGOGÜIZED
An examining physician, for one of the
an interview of the subject, made the as
tonishing statement that one. reason why
o many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble ia so common to
people, and the
.large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect that
they have the 'disease. '
According to this it would seem that a
medicine for the kidneys, possessing real
healing and curative properties, would be
a blessing to thousands.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rootthe well
known kidney, liver and bladder remedy,
is remarkably successful in sickness caused
by kidney and bladder troubles. It is mild
and gentle in its action and its healing inn

,'

fluence is soon noticed

in

most

cases.

There is no other remedy like Swamp-Rob- t.
It will surely and effectively overcome kidney, liver and bladder troubles
and you ,ean depend upon t. Go to any
drug store and get a bottle so as to start
treatment today. , You will soon see a
marked improvement.
However, if you wish, first to test thia
Íreat preparation, send ten cents to Dr.
&, Co., Binghamton,
N. Y., for a
eample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention thia paper. Adv.
"

::

.

Jose.
The Borderland Tire Manufacturing
Company with an authorized' capital of
$150,000, has been organized in Las
Cruces.
t
.

.

Repairs and improvements totaling
will be made at Cloudcroft in
preparation for the summer rush of
$15,000

tourists. '

'

.

J

The sum of approximately $15,000
will be spent on beautifying and improving Cloudcroft before the resort
opens about May 1;
The streets around the State Capitol building in Santa. Fe will be
paved,' $10,000 having been approp'
Lriated for that purpose.
The Santa Fé Railway Company is
:

enlarging the stockyards,, and mak-

ing numerous repairs ' at Arriba, three
miles north of Las. Vegas.

The law resembles the ocean in one
Petitions asking the county commisrespect. The greatest trouble is sioners to employ a county agricultucaused by breakers. '
ral agent are being circulated among
taxpayers of Union county.
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goea
Spring conditions in the Estancia
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
valley were, never better, the recent
'
grocer. Adv.
snows having put the ground in excelThe mikado of Japan is going io lent condition for crops. The bean
build a $3,000,000 hotel on imperial acreage will be more than doubled
thia year.
ground in Tokyo.'
"

.

of Wheat Not Up to
Average. Stock Losses
from Disease Small.

BUCK

SUSEIY

LOSSES
Curtir1

POINTED

Blaoklea

PIIH.

'

Low- -

priced, iresn. reliable: preferred br
Western stockmen because tniy pre
tall.
fect whore ether vaeolnta
Write for booklet artd testimoníala.
skge. Blaeklsi Pilla J 1. 00
skae. blackleg Pilla 4.00
tjse any Injector, but Cutter's best
The superiority of Cutter products la due te erer IS
reara of apectalfzlne; in vaooiiw and serums only.
Insist en Cutter'a. If unobtainable, order direct

LEG
THE

Six-Ye-

CUTTER

LABORATORY.

Bsrkeloy,

Califerila.

ar

MIGHT DO IT HIS OWN WAY

25

6--

tation.

FIGURES

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Santa Fé. A summary of the April

Peddling Peter Couldn't Compel Landlord to Use His Patent Fly- - '
- Killer, of Course.

crop and live stock report for the
State of New Mexico and for the . Peddling Peter shuffled to the bar
United States, as compiled by the Bu- of the country inn and ordered a glass
reau of Crop Estimates (and trans- of beer.
"Say, boss' he remarked, as the
mitted through the Weather Bureau)
U. S. Department of Agriculture, is as landlord served him, "d'you want .ter
buy a patent, never-failinfollows:
"How much?" was the reply.
Wheat .
"Well, guv'nor, if you perwide me
State. Condition April 1 this year,
a decent dinner, yer tan ave a
wi'
90
conaverage
of normal;
of
for
bottle of my
dition figures for April 1, 94.
U. S. Condition April 1 this year, nothing."
;
average April 1 condi78.3';
The worthy innkeeper eventually
tion, 87.3.
,
agreed, and when the repast had been
Rye.
provided and Consumed, he said
State. Condition April 1 this year, briskly:
.
average April 1 condition,
"Now, let's see this wonderful pat90.
6f yours."
ent
U. S. Condition April 1 this year,
Peddling
Pete at once produced a
average April 1 condi87.8 ;
small bottle from hta,pack and caretion, 89.9.
f"
fully uncorked it.
Hogs.
"All you ave to do," he explained,
State. Losses from disease past
average, 2.1.
j ear, 1.3;
"is to 'old the aggrawatin' hinsec' beU. S. Losses from disease past year, tween the finger and thumb, press 'im
average, 6.62.
6.C3;
firmly until 'e opens 'is mouth, an'
Cattle.
then drop in some of this poison."
State. Losses from disease past
gasped mine host, feebly,
average, 2.2. "if I had
year, 2.3;
him' between my fingers I
Losses from exposure past year, 1.5 ;
could squeeze him to death straight
average, 3.5.
away."
U.. S
Losses from disease past year,
"Well," remarked Peddling Pete, as
average, 2.01. Losses
1.96;
departed, "o' course, that's a very
year,
he
from exposure .past
.1.07;
average, 1.56.
good way, too." London
g

ar

full-size- d

fly-kill- er

10-ye-

:

v

.;

ar

10-ye- ar

10-ye- ar

10-ye- ar

"W-why,- "-

10-ye- ar

10-ye- ar

10-ye- ar

10-ye- ar

Tit-Bits.

Sheep.

State. Losses from disease past
average, 2.4.
year 2.1;- year, 3.5;
past
exposure
Losses from
average, 4.8.
U. S. Losses from disease past year,
2.16; 10:year average, 2.48.- Losses
from exposure past year, 2.17;'
average, 3.11.
Horses and Mules.
State. Losses from disease past
average, 2.4.
year, 1.5;
U. S. -- Losses from disease past year,
average, 1.95.
1.75;
10-ye-

10-ye- ar

Interests, determine duties.
GOOD REPORT

Doctor Proved Value of Postum.

-

10-ye-

Physicians know that good food and
drink, properly selected, are of the utmost importance, not only for the relief of disease but to maintain health
even when one is well.
A doctor writes, "I count it a pleasure to say a good word for Postum
"Drys" Meet at Albuquerque.
with which I have been enabled to reso many sufferers, and which I
r
lieve
Albuquerque.
A strict
count,
with its valued companion
platform designed to permit
,
Grape-Nutsone of the daily blessings.
by the (Woman's Christian Tem"Coffee was banished from my own
perance Union or other témperance
organizations was adopted at the first table some timé ago and Postum used
state Prohibition convention here. Fif- regularly in fts place." (Coffee is incounties were jurious to many persons, because it
teen of, the twenty-sior proxies. contains the subtle, poisonous, drug,
delegates
represented by
Three ministers, the Rev. Messrs. caffeine.)
"I frequently find it necessary to inShade of Las Vegas, Peterson of Deming, and Ogilvie of Roswell, were struct patients when they take Pos- named delegates to the national con- turn for the first time to be quite sure
vention. The Rev. Randolph Cook of that it is properly made according to
Albuquerque, who presided, and three directions, then it has a clear,
color and a rich, snappy, taste,
others, were named on the state comas
well
as health giving qualities.
mittee.
The above letter, received over ten
States Taxable Valuation $50,000,000. years ago, U fully confirmed by a reSanta Fe iWith a total property cent letter from the doctor, in which
'
valuation in the state of $305,710,500, he says:
pleasure
"It
total
is
a
$33,808,000,
the
to
an increase of
render a good
'
report
livestock,
New
covering
in
a product of which I
taxable value of
Mexico is close" to $50,000,000, a state am so enthusiastic a friend.
"I am using in my home your Postax commission tabulation shows.
tum Cereal in both its forms, And,
This is an increase of nearly
over 1914. . Thj total number what is more, I am having it used in
of all livestock in the state is placed the families ' of several patiehts in
at $3,390,000. The value of the total which there are children, and all unite
of 878,000 cattle is placed at $32,036,-00O- , in endorsing the fine qualities of your
an increase of $9.274,000. There admirable product."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
are 2,120,000 sheep, valued at
Creek, Mich.
;...
an increase of $1,786,000.
Postum comes in two forms:
Postum Cereal the original form
$16,000,000 Fraternal Insurance.
must
be well, boiled. 15c and 25c
Santa Fe Fraternal insurance to
pkga.
V.
the amount of $15,867,285 was in
Instant
powder-disso- lves
Postum
a
soluble
December
on,
Mexico
New
force in
quickly in a cup of hot wa31, 1915. This was an increase of
$1,429,474 compared with the amount ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
in force at the close of 1914. The a delicious beverage Instantly. 30c
benefit certificates held in the state and 50c tins.
Both forms are equally delicious and
at the end, of the last year numbered
cost
about the same per cup. , ,
12,761, as against 11,083 at the end
There's a Reason" for Postum
of the preceding year.
sold by Grocera.
10-ye- ar

10-ye- ar

anti-liquo-

x

seal-brow- n

$12,-000,0-

.
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j

EIGHT HO.TJR DAY FOR
Itev. L. K. Wells,
at
TUAIN SERVICE EMjPyxyEELFinston; hás beéiAdéicted along
oh a
' In the concerted movement of the with Republican editSr Bra-Mcharge of libelling thcjjShiprock Indian
four train service Organizations, viz:
-4:
. ,
Te Brotherhood of Locomotive En- e,

v;
xwThrotherhWojLocomotíve

I hate á bifyer f ir a good cat-- .
Fira tlé ranch of6f 1,500 toOOQ
'
acres.
v

v'gineers.

,

'

,

--

.men and Enginemen."
The Order of Railroad Conductors.
The .Brotherhood of Jilróatl Traifr.

y".'''
Not a cent of

.

,

.men:'

.

4,

,

REALTY; CO.;
Roy, NewM'exicó.

v

'

.

i:

additional' pay is demanded by the men except for .timéfá
Cards
excess-o- f
:ight Iwurs.yjor which'timl
and one half is asked" only when the
speed of the train falls below 12
hours per hour, aijd on roads that pa,y
the men;atth ratewaflO hour day. Attorney at Law,
.... v!,
as 10 hours' for 100 miles service, an
U, S. Corrirrjissloner,' ;
day, or 12 miles per hour, is
Now Mex,
asked at the same ratcbrpay.
By far a large majority of the railroad employees do not want and over
time. If the railroads complain that J.J
time and a half' means; income inFuneral Director ' ' .... '
stances an increase, then it is within
their power to entirely avoid that in- - ,., Licensed

.

0 Provisional

30E

S. Durrín, Í

D.

V

,

n selecting . banH in whichtp dp business, the
thing of first importance is the reliability óf

--

;

thatBank,
,

Solano,

ur

.

,

i

Calls auswe red day jpr night.
the employees formulated ,in, their 2tl So. 2pd. Street.
N. M

ior that is the desire and purpose of

J-

-

considered an effective method of preventing, overtime. By the employees
i.
themselvel "overtime" is commonly referred to as "blood money" and saps,
in the long run, the very life out of
the employees. Overtime is road ser- 1 vice and is due almost always to the
,
...... vv..j w.wiwmiws
w.
r- , their trains and jso it becomes :im- possible for the 'trains to make this
V mileage within their time limits. It
F
is clearly evident the railroads are do- ing this for profits. In fact, it is so
'.. admitted by them. And if they 'tfro- I

the sacrifice of the health and future
earning ability of the men, tney should
extra for it. It is a Door
.Tí rthén-pa. rule that won't worfe both ways and
increased earnings fcv the - railroads
should likewise he" ínrreaseíl Amínirs
the men- whoinake this increase pos-.f
.' siille to the, railroads.
i
physical. and mental strain to
the employees in train service who are
compelled to..work long hours is be-- :
"ybhd the comprehf nsion.of the average
:
'"
.
:mind. ' ' V
Virtually .all the old line arid accident insurance companies classify railroading as extra hazardous and many
of them refuse to insure railway em- -'
ployees on account of the-- great risic'
loSs, and where these employees are
vof
.
injured there is a definite amount set'
, i. on the rish, and an extra, charge is
V
made to the instfred. '
t
;.v
PresidentElliott !of the New Haven
Railroad declares that if the demands
'.jof the railroad employees, for shorter
hours of labor, are granted, it will in"
crease the cost of living by limiting
I production ' He "fails to mention thf.
fact that the 'vNow, Hawn (the road.
ne represent; nas josc oetween .one
and two hundred million in the last
' '.;'ten years through niismanagement by
'unscrupulous ' officials. . Other rflfads.
suffering the 'same Tate are the" Bop
Vton & Maine; the Chicago & Alton
fryhich Harriman looted; the Rock Island; the Frisco; the Missouri Pacific
Tibe Santa Fe; the Union Pacific; the
& St. P., and nearly all the
(mahathroughout the country.
Shall the working man vhje refused
- 'en eight
wiir day in order.. thafrthV
financial barons may have more velvet.
with which to "juggle" with the f áil- -'
roads supposedly run as business in
I stitutions, instead of making out of
lhey can easily
them private grAfts
prive the employees, an eight hour day.
The railroad employees are merely
asking that the public approve this order of thincrs and the effort, on their
phrt, that public opinion will énabje
t'rtem to get reasonable working con-- :

UUlllUUl

1

1A

v..

"

....

.

.

,
'

v'

e ask for ybW banking business on those grounds
e are careful in making loans and avoid all risk.
We have a fire and burglar proof Safe, and sxty

1UÜ

Does not admit Consumptives,
By éñtering thlsv HospitaP you make
sure that you are not Occupying a
bed recently vacated by a (jonsumptivé
Honest scientific com pet edit Medical
competent
& Surgical service; and
regl'Ntere'd'Murüés'.;;
..

301
v'f

Roy

-

"

...

.

(

Iton,

Time and a half is merely a "penalty'' imposed on the railroads and H

,:

'

"

-

'

insurance to protect our 'depositors.' We keep our
Reserves in the strongest financial institutions in
America. .Jhispolicy ha3 caused our, bank tpmerit .
'
the confidence of'tíie public and become á solid financial
' 'r
;;
institution. It is á good bank for you. ;

Embflmer

í

"

'

,
,

.
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J. ERRIK,GTON

'

D

Four vears surest.

.

Trusts Savings Bank

...

: Doughty,
TUCUMGARI, i : N. M
Dr$. Noble

'

,-

Y0ÜR OPPORTOniTY

J.a.LUSK

,

.

.

f

' -'

'

.''

Attorney at. Law

-

Careful Attention

Prompt nnd

Xt'-''-Tiie-

$200.00 to $895.00.

ON EASY PAYMENTS

.'

For catilojj and Information write

jlSIT0m0t3.f(Uln8;

Given all Business Entrusted

v

'

'

' '

to me

"

Hiih Gnét Gtartdcí J Actst"

'

or consult your local dealers

.

...

.

,

,

.

.

;

1

.

N W.G. Woodward,

NEW, MEXICO.'

ROY

Dr. Locke, the popular Dentist;
will beunable-- to come to Roy aj?

advertised, next weel, and wilt
come May 1st to 7tk instead. '
Note the change in mates.
;

Uncle Eben.

n

,:!

truMttn' to lucif."

'ler

how

.

Gomedy

'dtions.viz?,
'

am
iAn

'

.

'..yy.-y';:.-

n'

rplsiYntinn. '
eight-hou- r
day. for train service'
.

m'k means HIGHER EFF1CIENCX.

,and higher efficiency means INCREaS
ED SAFETY to the traveling public.'
D.

E. DAIL.

"A Childj)f the North';
"Jn High Socieir

,

'

reels.

;

.

.
'

'TJiejCpupfry Parson" 3. Drama.
; .
- ""A
new way to. win" 1. Comedy;
"Á Ba of Gold".!.
Wnpcflnv.'
"A Pair of Queens. 2.
- 'I--- ; '
RanHi,1
ioreman af Bar

Next Tuesday.

,

.

..

r

-

.

.

'

; "Rescue

,',

V

,

Next-Saturday-

;'v-

'

-

.

,

$

VDafiRer Ahead" "Snakeville's Weak.Wpman

;jByth'e Flip. of a Com,

Our aim. is to present to tur patrons only relean; interé;stirig
or.ii hr,T0vf
in cr. rliVttirps': The Movies are recognized as one of
'
;
tfie greatest moral triumphs ombdern science.

;

;

Roy

thmm
SSS:1
Prop
Schulíz &
FlcíÍ3rsheim,

.."...--

Rough n tho Dog.
Here is another way. of wheedling a
too tender-heartepeblio out of the
giving you. are top lazy to work for.
This is. the trick: ,A shabbily dressed
man, with a clever dog as a confederate, trolls .along a crowded street
and tosses intp, the gutter a piice of
stale breadsThe, next minute yoi see
bth thean ,and the . dog rolling in
tlie 'diri nd apparently fighting savagely" tor possession: of the :bread. The
crpjwd .that; assembles showers small
coins upon the supposed starving man,
who sheds copious tears of. gratitude.
The dog; gets lost in , the .shuffle,' but
soph rejoins his .owner and the two repeat: the performance as often as may
.
..
...
;
W necessary.
.

?

I

,

.

tw

'

.

'

'

Ex-chan-

; '

H

Drama
Drame,

n

.

.

Might. Apr.22d.
Sáturdáv
Hazards of Helen.
of the Breifkman's. Child'

mm

rolco. "It
:
The lecturer raised-hl- i
iV my belief,. and I venture to assert
Hhero Isn't a
tt," ho . declared,--tha- t
man in this audience who has ever
done anything to prevent the' destruction of our vast forest." A rather
timid; henpecked looking man quietly
arose in the rear of the hall and said:
I'yo shot woodpeckers.,'

seven-branche- d

.

--

-

-

-

láry man." said Uncle Eben. "Is
mijrbty liable to claim dat toe's puttin'
he's only
his' falttk fn providence-Vhe"A

Candlestick of th Tempi.
candlcstlck
The :
placed In the ianctiiary by Moses and.
those afterward prepared for, the tem- - .
pie by Solomon were crystal glasses'
n
the
Blled- with oil 'and' fixed;-upoIff"
while
candlestick,
the
of
branches
gener-Twe,r.
lamps
'
the'
.private houses
restwhich
stands
high
on
ally placed
'
,.,;
ed upon the ground.

Agt; RpyiN

.

.

.

Sources of Income.

Á Londoner was showing some country, relative the sights of London on
flay' recently, and- - was pointing out
i . magnificent .old l residence, built
.

ears ago by a famous and rather unscrupulous lawyer, of his time. !fAnd,"
the Londoner was asked, "was he abl
to build a house like that by hla practice?" "Yes," was the reply, "by b4s
practice and his practices."

THE SPAinSH.AIIEIlIOAXr.

'

SPORTING NEWS

flEV'S TO DATE

of American property and looting the
The fourth annual renewal of the
town of everything of value.
Mountain Marathon will be held in
Senator John F. Shafroth intro Denver Saturday morning, June 3.
duced in Congress his bill providing . An eight-pounbaby: boy was born
further development of the lands in to the wife of Jess Willard, cham
sections of the west It pion heavyweight of the world, at
provides that a settler may take up Chicago. He is the fifth child.
by desert land ' entry 320 acres o
.Orders to the police to break up
land, and prove up in three years.
the various baseball pools that op
The body of BobBurman, the noted erated in St. Louis la3t season were
automobile driver who, with his issued by Chief of Police Young. It
mechanician, Eric Schroeder, and a Is stated that last year the pool pro
'
track guard met death as the result moters made $100,000.
Customs Collector Malone at New
of the upset of Burman's car in tha
Corona race track were sent from York was instructed by the treasury
fight
Los Angeles to Emlay f City, Mich. to seize; the Johnson-Willar- d
films recently maw in this countrr
Tuesday for burial.
by photographing the original films
WASHINGTON"
at a point on the boundary line be
The annual river and harbor ap tween the United States and Canada.
propriations bill, carrying $40,000,000,
Following tho compromise of his
passed the House by, a yote of 210 tc
$40,000 suit for damages against
133, with every item as agreed on un
Jmes'C. McG ill,' former ownei of the
"
:
:'
changed.
, t
Denver baseball team, John F. Coffey,
, Gold coin and bullion
has increased former captain of the Grizzlies, left
nearly $440,000,000 in the twelve for San Francisco,
where he has ob
months ending April 1, while the tota! tained a berth with the Coast League
stock of money has increased, aboui team there. His release from the
$460,000,000.
Denver team was a part of his set
Thomas Nelson Page, American tlement with McGlll.
McGill, now
ambassador at , Rome, advised the owner, of the Indianapolis team, paid
State Department in a dispatch from over; the $1,000 cash agreed to in the
London that he would pail with Mrs. stipulation
'
:
Page for New York on the steamship
St. Louis. The ambassador is com' FOREIGN
com
Rumania has
ing home for a vacation.
mercial relations with Germany and
Champions of a government hydro- Austria.
electric, plant to produce nitrate foi
The Peking government has con
the manufacture of war, munitions
to a truce for a discussion of
sented
and fertilizer won 'their fight in the
'
Senate by inserting an amendment terras of peace with the southern
proposing an appropriation of $15,' revolutionists.
The British . government has set
000,000 for that " purpose into the
Chamberlain army increase bill. The tled with the' American packers for
a sum understood to be $15,000,000,
vote was 43 to 22.
The totals cover shipments on fifty
ine uouse unanimously passed i vessels.
'
bill for federal acceptance of th
The Germans are using either su
Kentucky birthplace house and farn
persubmarlnes
of under-wate- r
boats
'
of Abraham Lincoln from the Me
"Without periscopes in their new cam
modal As'sociatior which has main
paign, according to the best informed
tained the homestead.
"
' i
'
... .
London authorities.
German note oh controversy ovei
The Danish steamer Dorthea struci
French channel steamer Sussex re a mine and foundered immediately,
celved and decoded in Washington says a Lloyd's Amsterdam dispatch,
consensus of opinion being that Ger The crew was saved and landed
many virtually has admitted a sub at Ymuiden.
The captain ;, was
'
marine topedoed the vessel. Frenct wounded.
semi- - official declaration says , posi
The Mexican government sent its
tively German 'submarine damaged ambassador in Washington a note tc
'
the Sussex.
Secretary; Lansing, asking that th
,
'
troops be withdrawn from
American
GENERAL
;
Mexican territory and that the purThe coroner's Jury in the inquest
over the body of Mrs. Joseph E. How- suit of Villa be left to the Mexican

Spring Coleta

,

IN PARAGRAPHS

non-irrigate-

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEE
RECORD OF IMPORTANT tVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BU8Y
'
PEOPLE.

re the Wors

d

They lead to catarrh and

d

pneumonia. They weaken tho
entire system and leave It unable to resist .the sudden
changes. They interfere with
'your digestion and lessen your activity. Neglected they soon becoms
that dread disease known as ys-. temic catarrh. Don't nezlect them.
It's costly as well dangerous.

.

,

Will Safeguard You

,

ABOUT THE WAB

.

Six British vessels, one Spanish and
one Norwegian sunk by nihet or torpedoes.
British drive back Turks, from one
and a half to three miles in ' Meso,
t '
potamia.;,
.

,

French evacuate Bethincourt salient

at Verdun into 'which Germans had
driven wedge.
Turks around Erzerum repulsed
with heavy losses by Russians and
fall back in great disorder.
British , were
Turks , claim 3,000
' killed at Sannyant in effort of English to pénetrate to relief of Kut-el- ' '
Amara.
United States cabinet decides to
send note to Germany on Sussex and
other ships believed to have been
.. attacked
by submarines.
,
British official communication says
Canadians in gallant fighting during
the past week inflicted heavy losses
on the Germans near St:EloL,.";'
Both German and French offensive
movements - before Verdun break
down . before heavy , artillery fire
Neither side claims imnortant srains
German war office issues state
ment denying French figures on Ger-- i
man losses , at" Verdun and, making
ciaim mat l&u.uuu rencn nave iauen
,

:

.

'-

:

'.'..
i

,

viví uaud
r

A

vLfvilvU II . lili. cu r .DU;i;Ci3
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sive attacKs oiunritisn
trenches on
wa
i
.nil
uit m
x
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German attack Rucian line between Lakes Sventen and Ilzen but
are repulsed with heavy losses. Ger
mans also repulsed in Galacla, south
east of Boutchache. Russians claim
capture of a position in Stripa region...
,
"....
The American soldiers on whom
.the Mexicans at Parral fired were
unarmed, according to an unconfirmed version of the incident current
in Chihuahua and transmitted to
Gen. ' Funston. : According to this
,

Parral, presumably to purchase

sup-

plies, and were fired upon; two were
killed and the remainder retreated to
the main body of troops,' encamped
outside the city. The stacking force
pursued them and were met by a firo
.from the Americans, who were using
a machine gun," killing forty Mexi' (: ' '
cans. ' '
'

..
,

westerit:'';

Six inches of snow 'fell t' at j Santa
.
Fe, N. M. Friday.
j
Several Americans have been killed
or wounded in bandit raids in the vicinity of Guaymas, Sonora, says á
naval Tadio message received at San
!

Diego, Cal.

.

..

1

Water pouring through a
break in the Drury Township levee
near Muscatine, la., threatens the in
200-fo-

,

ot

undation of 5,000 acres of cultivated
farm land in Illinois. ,
A large band of Villistas, numbering possibly 1,000 sacked Sierrá Mojada, five miles across the Coahuila
lino and eighty miles east, of Jiminez,
(

Have a box Eeruna .Tab
lets with you for the sudden
Tone ycur system ap with a regular course of the
liquid Peruna, fortify it against
colds, get your digestion up to normal, take car of yourself, and avoid
danger. If you are suffering now begin the treatment at once. Give'
Nature the help she needs to throw
off the catarrhal inflammation, and
again become well.
. Peruna has been helping people
for 44 years. Thousands of Lome
rely on it for cpuglB, cold and indigestion. It's a good tonic for tha
:
weak, as well.
Th Peruna Company
cold or exposure.
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Columbia

Ohio

The Wretchedness
of

un quickly

be overcome by t
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
M "flWTFRs
gently on the
wni kiwi
liver. Cure
VER
Biliousness.
.. .
j
i
t
f
Head,

.

ache,
Dizzi

ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

--
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ard, formerly Irma Kilgallen of Chi Constitutionalist army.
cago and divorced wife of the Count
The governor of Kiang-S- i province
de Beaufort, at Omaha returned a officially declared his independence
of the administration 'of ' President
verdict of suicide.
.
n
Wage advances which will put the Yuan Lhi Kai. Kiang-S- l is one of tin
pay of textile operatives in many oí southern provinces of China. It has
an area of about, 72,000 square miles
the mills In New England and New
and a population of about 20,000,000.
York state on the highest basis in
The capital is Nan Chang.
the history of the Industry, were anMexico City, was brilliantly illumi
nounced in. Boston.
A
gale swept nated, in honor of the rrrival in tho
over, Baltimore and Cli esapeake bay Mexican capital of Gen. Carranza.
Friday., .Sophie Dover, aged, 10, an.l Large ftfowds paraded the streets.
her younger J sister, Lillian, while GenV. Carranza metí His ministers at
roller skating, were blown ; into ar the nátional . palace' and later apautomobile.
Sophie's neck was peared (on .the palace .balcony, under
''bell, and addressed the
broken and her sister badly hurt. the liberty
throng
in the square below.
Several other persona were injured.
Censored details of the murder by
' Granting
increases-iwages which,
Mexican
bandits of F. C. Burke, Rodit is estimated, wili total $3,500,000 í
Davidson
erick
and Walter. Wallace,
year, the check-of- f
clause of both
Americans,
a Spanish railroad
and
miners and laborers and other con
contractor,
south
of Rosario, were
cessions 'the " bituminous coal oper
by
V. H. York, an American of
told
ators of the central Pennsylvania
the party, whom the bandits gave lib
district at Philadelphia 'signed a new- erty
because they couldn't find a spot
agreement with the of ficials of disto
place
a. bullet without killing wotrict No.. 2. of. the United Mtoe Work- men
children cliaging to him.
and
1
'
ers of America.
The cheapness in which the Villis
"
A. L. Konold, general Cnairman oi
tas hold human life was brought out
the ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Enpointedly at Columbus, N. M., by J.
gineers of the Union Pacific, at LaraH. Locke,, an American of Minaca.
mie, announced that the, engineers oi who escaped
from that city the night
chat, railroad .have Voted .ta withdraw of March 28, when Herman Blanken-burg- ,
from concerted action demanding
a German, and Donald Mc'
eight hoúra' time and time and a Gregor, an American, were killed by
the bandits. Locke described to Gen.
half for, vertible: He t said,, the
the Union Pacific are sat Pershing the utter recklessness with
which these two were slain.
isf led with their preent contract.
forty-mile-an-ho-
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COR. EIGHTEENTH

AND

CURTIS STS.

DENVER. COLO.

Liquor and Drug Addictions
Cured bv a scientific course of medirarinn.
The only place in Colorado where tht
uenume ü.eeley Kemedies are administered.

They Sure Do.
"Oh, yes, the professor is a - very
learned man. His specialty is international law. His thesis on that subject
won him his doctor's degree."
"Well, goodness knows the Interna
tional laws need a lot of doctoring."

.

,

.

ASK FOR AND GET

,

THE HIGHEST QUALITY

,

-

Save the trademark signature of Panl F.
yauncr irom aii pacKages and exchange trea
Oneida Community Silverware,
write
today for free
recipe book and full,
information.
36-pag-

e

SKINNER MFG. CO., OMAHA, U.S.A.
LARGEST MACARONI FACTORY IN AMERICA
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ableness" where now they see only perplexity. The fact Is not less real
I cannot explain it any more
than a complicated machine is a fiction because 1 cannot understand all'
about It.:. By applying myself I can
learn about the machine if I have a

7

be-cau- so

,

mechanical ,mind, by trusting the
teachings of the Master 1 cañ have his
witness in my heart that what he has
taught me is

v'

v

'

kc

biscuits and pastry, use

i cjmig; powder

true.--Pennsylva- nia

Grit.
'

'

.

IN GETHSEIilANEí

:7 "vvv-

Sacred- - Spot- - Has

1

Undergone

Many Changes Since the
Time of Our Savior.
.J

iij

guard the
have
capitulated. . After fifty years of, refusal they háve'grañted permisslQn to
photograph this bal!oyed spot.
It lies without the .walls of Jerusalem. The way1 to It' leads through the
eastern gate, over ... the little stone
water
bridge which spans the dried-uup
and
course of .the brook of Cedrón,
the1
Of
to'
foot
the Mount of Olives.
Here many a timer Christ retreated
with his disciples. . He,re he was found
on that' night after the Last Supper,
when the soldiers, guided by the kiss
of Juda3, made him their prisoner.
And here come the thousands of pilgrims today, on their tourpf the Holy
:r
Land.. ,
A
t
;
The Gethsemane; they see is not that
of the time of the Saviorr Thea-Jesti-c
olive trees of a thousand years
ago still rear their lofty heads in silent
guardianship of. the solemn spot. But
a white wall Incloses the garden
square; tiny monuments of stone edge
the path, each indicating a station on
the way to the cross; graveled walks
run between dainty parterres, where
wondrous flowers revel in. colorful
oriental profusion.
To many the change seems incongruous.' Pierre Loti, the French novel- -

JAQUES MFG. C0

LAST the monks who
ATGardens
of, Gethsemane

ji

Uiaoici uiuod lucau uuvh vv vuw
.world.y yhat doea it mean to you?
some Easter means an excuse; to
k ,To
'

v

, ,
rival Cleopatra. f
That 'dame of notorious name and
"

i

.

a

-

'

V

;

t

"

'

,'.

unsavory' reputation was an adept in
suggestive dressing.- With a wizard's
skill she catered to the emotions of
men, toyed with them a little and then
abandoned them ..for a more promising KUbiect for excitement. Mascu
line conquest is dear to the feminine
heart, and some sweet maids seem un- rrmRMrma nf the nrlce thev Tjav to win.
I
Compromised modesty is Intoxicating
in itá' appeal the' results aré not unlike in any other intoxication. Every
such occasion has itsf'sobering time,
usually it means consciousness of loss f '
and shamei Olí, I know that: you may
not go' the limit. A"Vet you ' will' not
deny' that others will., ,,There will Je
grand parades at fashionable resorts
arid every little,, hamlet will , try to
show Itself as the "best1 ever." ' If this
is'all Easter means to you you surely
'' '
are in need of a missionary.
To many .others the.jday. offers acceptable occasion for making

'

O
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everywhere
.CSo.ofi iñsi J reasonable
prices
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Tell your dealer that

His Choice,
"Six days or six doflars," said the
; .
Judge sternly.
"I'll take six dollars," said the prisoner. 'Tve got enough time on my
'
hands as it is."

Relieres Torpid Lirer, Constipation, BitterTaste, Bad
Breath, Nausea, DiiiinaeB, Bilioumeas. Headache,
Stools, Gaa
Drowaineas, Inoomplete and
and Colicky Pain in the Bowsls, Rumbling, Bloating,
Pain under the Liver and acroa back, Regulate Bile.
Clay-Color-

(

,

Products.

Certain-tee- d

.

SAMPLE FREE
Smile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Cross Bag Blue. ' Clothes whiter than
.
snow. All grocers. Adv.
,

DR. BOTES, Pacific Baildinf,
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ofhemselves. j ; i ,,j t;
faster eggs are the' rule. Many a
husky lad will try to see how many
eggs he can eat today so that he can
brag about it the rest of the year.'
liére and there the physician wUl "be
that
needed, to relieve the
results from t,he abusepf .nature, .That,
K
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IPAlílCEtt'Ü
HAIR BALSAM
toilet praparatlon o( merit
Helpi to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color and
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair,
A

60o.

and

1.00

at Dru treinta.

-
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AILING WOMEN
NEED THIS FAMOUS ,r
DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION

i A

ThCJsaiids of women who are now
rtrsst health cannot understand why thousands of other women continue to worry and suffer from
ailments peculiar to women when they
can obtain for a trifling sum ' Dr.
Pierce's Favorito' Prescription which
will surely and quickly banish all
pain, distress and misery and restore
the womanly functions to health. ''
This prescription of Dr. Pierca'a extracted from roots and herbs Is a temperance remedy.,
To get rid of irregularities, or catarrhal condition, to avoid pain at certain times, to overcome irritability
and weakness, waste no time, but get
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription In
liquid or tablet form this very day.

This is a recent discovery of Doctor
Pierce, head of the Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo,' N. Y. Experiments for several years proved that there is no
other eliminator of uric acid comparable. For those easily ' recognized
symptoms of inflammation- - as backache, scalding urine and frequent urination, as well as sediment in the
urine, or If uric acid in the blood has
caused rheumatism, "Ahuric" acts
quickly. In rheumatism of the joints,
in gravel and gout, invariably the
pains and stiffness which so frequently
and persistently accompany the disease rapidly disappear. '
Send Dr. Pierce 10c for large trial
package;
Full treatment' 50c. All
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NEWEST IN CHEMISTRY
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News From Below.
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McGINNITY, DENVER, COLO.

are wholesale distributors of

Knlcker líow is your garden? J
Súbbubs The last diver reported it
fine.-- ;
'''

..

'

.

-
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by dealers
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Fully guaranteed
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CHICAGO

Buy materials that last

p

Waiter.
yr, bear f,h
YE3, it's chiming?Don't
" The very air
seems charged with enthusiasm.
Even the birds seem to chirrup a new
song, .for the whole. world is,. full of
'
Joy. You smile whether you feel like
it or uotr íor the smile on every face
you. meet challenges you to it. , Surer

fit)

will refund your money.

.

.

k te

Always safe and reliable. If it
isn 'tall we claim your grocer,

'

-

-
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druggists.
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egg-pai- n

whose greatest glory lies in the quan- tity of eggs he can Jtconsume, u an i.1oc- L..
io iua
Kiutiuu
casion tor lexcuB-j

v

,

.

are In need of a missionary.

,

;

Éastér commemor'atóá'the greatest
oí 'the world's miracles.
;
;
rea--,
beyond
beenv'saidvto-;b$it has
''
'
'
sop. probably it is béyon'd th o rea-.

not f common to experience,
v
ooma anriimsnt' wniilil' fltmlv
to many practical inventions that ara
now common.;. Once ;th'ey were thought
impossible, and their advocates were
scoffed ; at. Sor,e have even been
slain in ages past for daring to adyo-mtdarine theories. Some day., also,
the veil 'Will.. DC luiea iruui iu uk- as; it
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1st, criticizes It severely Inhis boob
on Jerusalem'. He objects .to its dainty
modernity. The memories which make
sacred the garden 'are "sorrowful and
scarcely to be symbolized by color and
light,.,.,,,: ,
J;, .',.;
But on the many who visit the place
.the setting makes no Impression. To
them, Gethsemane is" thq Garden of
the' Agony, whither" the Savior retired
to pray, for strength in the last dread
;
crisis before the end. V:. .'
It is one of the few spots v?heré
Jesus trod Which man still knows after
nearly nineteen hundred long years.
Birds twitter arid sing .all the long,'
warm day, and fthe gay flowers blush
in 'all the colors of the rainbow, "but
there js' a solemn,' sanaihed stillness
everywhere which takes the" reverent
visitor back through the 'ages always!
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Keep Kids Kleen
The

most practical, healthful, playtime
armenU ever invented tor children I to
I vean of ase. Made in one oiece with
drop back. Easilv dipped on or off.
Eailjrvraihed. No light elastic band
to (top circulation. Made in blue
denim, and blue and white hickory
stripe (or al the year round. Also
lighter weight, fast-colmaterial in
dark blue, cadet blue, tan or dark rod
(or summer "wear, all appropriately
trimmed with fast color gala tea.
Made in Dutch neck with elbow
sleeve and high neck and long
sleeves.

.

75c the suit

(

;

ye will send them, charges prepaid
75c each.

DO receipt of price,

FREE
II adt by

Awarded GRANO PRIZE at thi P.P.I. E.

Tur Wiaser

6 Passenger, Crsy&OOO
Davis, Electric Lights
vn Starter. 25 II. P.

v

Uu

Greatest hill climber ; 28 to 30 miles on f gallon
10,000 miles on one set oí tiren,
faaollne.Speedometer,
one'man mohair topi 10!
in. wheel bane, 82x3 inch tires, weight 1,600
pounds. ' METZ Distributora for Colorada
Ne w Mexico, Wyoming and Western Nebraska.
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO
1635-4-

Successors to Colorado Carte rear Co.
DENVER, COLO
BROADWAY
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Beware limitations. Look for
the Two Horses on die Label.

Levi Straws & Co., San Francisco
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RECEIVE MONEY
FOa THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe, N. lly April 18. In the
course of its financial survey of New
Mexico, the New Mexico Taxpayers'
Association has begun its examination
of the financial affairs of the state
' government which is to be embodied
in a consolidated statement of receipts
and expenditures of the state land an
analysis of its financial methods The
examination is being made by Director
A. E. Jaraes, who has riven out an ad
vanee statement of an article to apApril number
pear in the forth-comiof the New Mexico Tax Review.
"As a starter," says the director,
different
"it was found that thirty-on- e
departments aside from the Treasurer
collect state xunas, ana 01 tnese omy
the collections from the State Corporation Commission, State Penitentiary,
Cattle Sanitary Board, Sheep Sanitary
Board and Clerk of the Supreme Court,
are all paid into the state treasury.
. The accounts of the State Auditor are
(
required to contain all the receipts of
the above five bodies, alone of the
thirty-one.
All the rest disburse in
f
they
Is whole or in part the collections
make Without accounting to the State
?. Auditor and Treasurer for them."
, The director shows that the land de-- ?
partment and the various state insti-tutioare required to be examined
by the State Traveling A. annually
uditor.' He notes, however, that this
.audit does not guarantee that expenditures, will notJe improperly made,
or that funds will not be lost "It
.only guarantees," he states, "that such
things i they happen will probably be
discovered after they have happened.
The real protection would be to get the
money into the state treasury and pay
it out only on auditor's warrants. v By
this means the funds would be protected before. a loss could happen and
ng

SPANISn-AlIERÍCA-

N

"Relieve the Traveling Auditor of
all duties over these departments except to audit receipts and see that they
are all paid i:to the Treasury."
"Make the audit of receipts as autor
matic as possible." ,r,
'To illustrate: The Board of Exam-iner- s
and the Secretary of State issue'
licenses for which fees are. required.
All licenses should be procured by tin
State Auditor and issued to thes
agencies, charging them to the licensee
given out as so much cash. Monthly
or oftener the cash should be turned
in. The institutions should 'continue
as now to receive fees, etc., but should
turn in all receipts and be audited only
by the Traveling Auditor. This is now
the condition at the penitentiary. It
can be made the condition throughout
the rtatt service. ..
"Auditing after the fact," concludes
Director James, "is expensive and unnecessary. Auditing before the fact
and automatically is safer, cheaper
and simpler. It makes complete reporting, centralizes and safeguards
responsibility,"

4
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"And
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Albia Brockman and Miss Ernie
Wright spent Sunday with Leo Davis
Call and
lis figure
and family.
With you on your too!..
Misses Olga and Lizzie Nelson made
a business trip to Roy Monday to make
For the coming teaton.
.
final proof on their homesteads.
Emmet Blubaugh has been In Roy
the past week hauling material for
Melvill Floersheim's new house.
The ball game at Brand Sunday was
GOODLIAII
well attended.
and
Miss
Nel
Oiga
Christman
Jim
son motored to Mills Sunday evening
on Jim's "Indian."
H. S. Brockman spent Saturday and
3C
Sunday with home folks.
Barrett Beard and John Davis were
Roy visitors Saturday.
Mr. Spencer got his new tractor, NOTICE:-- To
my patrons. After
Roy
Miss
is
.Blubaugh
in
Lofetta
"Waterloo" Monday.
the
tl
April
24ih.
1916
for a short time
visiting her sister, Mrs. Chas. Pearl.
Miss Nitha and Josephine Klipstine
would be responsible. The taxpayers
I
will
office
Mrs. Sam Davis and daughter, Mrs. staid all night with Ethel Elek Monat my residence just
state apprrare interested not
Green
Roy
;
on
were
John
visitors
.;
day.
de,
north of the Christain Church. '
opriations alone, but (in the total
..
Saturday.
'
Mr. Lyhn is drilling a well for Mr. u
partment income, since the appropriDr. C. Plumlee.
Fisk.
ations depend directly upon the proper
safeguarding and economical disbursal
Mr. Hicks is staying on his hosy-steaof all funds received."
He is fixing to plow.
A team of can res, one with
T. J. Brently has been sick with a
Director James goes on to show that
.
colt at sddeY See ine at my .place
- the Slate Engineer, Land Department
bad -- old
and Secretary of State receive funds,
Miss Mary Spickert was at Abbott Similes S.E. of Eoy.
iS ;
VALLEY NEWS
part of which are paid to the 1State
?
;
Wednesday.
. L.E. DEUBLER.
Í.
J
1 reasurer ana pan reuuneu uau paiu
To Mr. and Mrs. Irving Newton was
out without the control of the State born a fine big baby girl on Wednesday
Auditor, while the Highway
night
sioner, Game Warden, Museum ana
Wilber Newton went to Springer,
Historical Society and the various
M., to take school examinations.
N.
professional examining boards receive
He
is n the eighth grade, so he had
and disburse funds without any acgo
to
to Springer to take the exam
counting to the State Treasurer and;
inations.
.
,
Auditor, and without any regular audit
Henry Newton taught school Tues
by outside authorities.
The teacher, Miss Johnson, had
day.
"Not only does this .condition. afford
to
stay
at home on account of her
:
the public' inadequate protection
mother
a
illness. ,
of
against loss or .
Home-irendere- d
Mr. and Mrs. J. Elek were the guests
funds," says the article. "It makes
any complete statement of state n- - of Mrs. Brently Sunday and took din
aaMaauaaMiBMaMMM
nnnren difficult and exnensive. The ner with them.
Taxpayers' Association completed an
A dance was held at Mills Friday
examination of all the of receipts oi night and the Logan brothers were the
'
the State Auditor in a week; but a lit- fiddlers.
tle more time would have been requir
Mr. Blair's new car is out of whack.
ed had all.thftAtate receipts been reg- He had to walk to Abbott after his
istered on bis.Jbooks. In fact exam-inatio- mail.
',,
of the separate receiving deAbBreckenridge
Mrs.
was
Ora
at
partments are actually more difficult
Thursday.
than the main .examination in the bott
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn went to Springer
office of the State Auditor. -- These
Tuesday
on business.
:
outside agencies are largely located
Mr. Fuller is point to sell his claim
V
"'
outside the Capitol, and a real" study
'
"
muí
j, .
ut first hand of their books is almost to Mr. Carr at Abbott.
impossible without great expense."
There is going to be, lots of beans
"In fact this statement could only raised in Valley View this summer.
have been made by the Association
A parfcy is contesting Mr. Keplar's
after examinations made as rapidly claim.
as these outside bodies could have been
J. T. Brentlay is plowing on his
reached. Fortunately the Governor, homestead.
v
..
on his own initiative,; volunteered to
What I say í do; I dp, do so I do; I cry more sales
Valley
people
View
orThe
have
of
pecure the reports, inquiries for which
than all others in Northeastern, New Mexico.
have been sent out and are now being ganized a boys and girls club.
Edward Elek is sick with a bad
returned. Without this assistance the
In 1915 I had 27 sales, amounting to $19,873.85. Hy
coughing
spell.
difficult,
exceedingly
would
be
task
terms are reasonable and satisfaction absolutely guaranand even this, it must be remembered,
Mr. Charles Harrison sold his claim
teed. Farm and stock sales a specialty.
is secondary information not gathered to Mr. T. D. Johtfton. His father-in-la' Thanking you for your favors in the past, I solicit
directly from the books.
Mr. kohn, sold his land in the canyon,
your sales in the future. Make dates at the Spanish-America- n
"What is the remedy?"
and left for Raton, haven't heard anyoffice, or write me at Mills, New Mexico. ;
"Pay all money into the State Treas- thing of him since he left V ,
Notary Public in Mora County
Auto Service io anywhere.
ury and disburse only on warrant of
Mrs. Harru.on visited the Johnson's
tne state Auaitor.
,
last week.
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VILLA'S CODY IS

SPAinsn-AIJERICAl-

MIXING, THE

BUTTER

CAKES

Breakfast

Luncheon

Delicacy

,

and

Worth All the Thne That Cari Be
Bestowed on It

Dr. PierceV Pelleti are best for liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet for

a laxative three

DUG FROM GRAVE

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
: Bears the
yz

JfTt

.

X

h Vv

It'r

a shbrt 'street that has
turn for the

With

Tel

a Story"

no
i

organ-grinder-

STOP ITCHING

A Colorado Case

EvrytHcturt

In Use. for Over 30 Years.
,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

,

-

Too much meat is just as bad ai not
enough. , Such a diet is apt to load the
blood with'urio acid and to injure the
kidneys. ' Bad backs, blue, nervous
epells, dizziness, rheumatic pains, and
bladder troubles indicate weak kidneys,
foretell danger of gravel and Bright's
disease. Don't neglect this condition.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills.

bore is a man who has nothing
to say arid proceeds to say it.

-

two-week- s'

Meat Makes Bad Kidneys

catharticAdv.

A

.

An earther bowl shoull always be
used for mixing cake, and a wooden
cake spoon with slits lightens the laAND SHIPPED TO CHIHAUHUA, bor.
Measure dry ingredients, and
mix
and
sift bakings powder and
IS OFFICIAL REPORT SENT
spices,
if
used,
with flour. Couut out
'
TO MEXICO CITY. "
number of eggs required -- breaking
each separately that there may be no
loss should a stale egg chance to be
found n the number, separating yolks
BULLET-ENDE- D
CAREER from whites if rulé so specifies, tMeas-u- r
butter, then liquid. Having every-- ;
thing in readiness, the mixing may be
U. S, SOLDIERS TO QUIT MEXICO quickly accomplished. f'
If butter is very hard,, by allowing
IF ,VlLLÁlSDEAD, SAY WASHit to stand a short time in a, warm
room it is measured and creamed
INGTON OFFICIALS.
much easier. If time cannot be allowed for this to be done, warm bowl
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
by pouring iri'teome hot water, letting
Mexico City, April 18. Francisco stand one minute, 'then' emptying and
Villa's body has been dug out of a wiping dry. Avoid overheating the
bowl, as butter will become oily rather
old grave by Carlos Car
creamy. Put butter in bowl and
than
ranza, nephew of Gen. Cárranza,- the
by working with a wooden
cream
first chief of the constitutionalists,
spoon until soft and of a creamy conand is now being brought by him and
and
an escort of soldiers to the city of sistency, then add sugar gradually eggs
, All yolks of
beating.
continue
Chihuahua. This informativa was con-- '
0' 'whole eggs icaten until light,
talned in a telegram received by the liquid
and flour mixed and sifted with
War Department Sunday afternoon. baking
powder; or liquid and flov:
According to the dispatches? thus far may
be added alternately. When
received Villa's death was due to the yolks and whites are beaten separateamputation of a leg, made necessary ly whites are usually added at the
by wound3 received by him in the last, as
in the case when whites of
fighting around Guerrero. After being eggs1 alone are used.
desperately wounded he was carried
A cake can be made fine grained
by his followers to the town of Temo-sachic- only by long beating, although light
where the amputation was. per- and delicate with a small amount of
'
formed by a village doctor.
beating.
Ás soon as the bandit ' chief could
Ñever stir cake after the final beating,
be moved he was carried south to the
remembering that beating motion
town of Cushuirachic, thirty-nin- e
should always be the last used.
Fruit, when added to cake, is usualmiles distant Here,; according to the
story, he lingeréd" for a few days, suf- ly floured, to prevent its settling to
fering greatly before death ended his the bottom. This is not' necessary if
career. . The' identity of the, wounded it is added 'directly after the sugar,
manj had een, kept, secret from; the wüich is desirable in ail tark cakes. If
villagers and he was buried at night a light fruit cake is m: de, fruit added
so as to' attract' as little attention jas in this way discolors the loaf. Citron
possible.
The escort which carried is cut first in thin slices, then in strips,
the wounded chieftain from; Temosa-chi- floured, and put In between layers of
to' Cushuirachis was a colonel cake mixture. Raisins are seeded and
who later was surrounded by consti- cut, . rather than chopped.. Wi shed
tutionalist forces and surrendered. He currants, put up. In packages, ., are
asked for, amnesty ..and, promised to quite free from stems and foreign sublead the constitutionalists to the grave stances, and need only picking over
and rolling in flour.
...'.-..-.,,;.,!of Villa." ' " '
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INSTANTLY

Cutfcura Soap and Ointment.
Nothing Better. Trial Free.

iBathé the affected part with Cuticura
Soap and apply the Ointment. For e
zemas, rashes, irritations', pimples, dandruff and sore hands Cuticura Soap
and Ointment are supreme.' Nothing

ment"

better, cleaner or purer "than these
emollients at any price.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address, postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Sold everywhere.

Boston.
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Some, men don't know enough
stop boring after they strike oil.

,

Ct Doan's t Any Stor, We

.

tupjr-cream- y

'..

Louis Johnson, 457
Third Ave.. Duraneo,
Colo., says: "I had to
lay off from work for
two years from kidney
My back
complaint.
was so lame and painful that I couldn't
straighten and at
times I was almost
helpless. I had to get
up often at night to
pass the kidney secretions and my system
was all run down.
Doan's Kidney Pills
strengthened my back,
rid me of the pain and
fixed up my kidneys.
They are - entitled to
my strongest endorse-

no

i

i

:

c

.
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, El Paso, Tex. Francisco Villa is
dead and his body, disinterred sonle
'days after, his burial, is in possession
of Carranzista troops, according o a
series of telegraphic .messages reSunday by Mexican
ceived

officials.
For more than a weak reports that
Villa had died from wounds have been
current both here and in Juarez.
Sunday's accounts were the most' cír-- '.
c'umstántial and; apparently the most
reliable yet received. They were ac-- ;
cepted with' reserve by 'American of-- i
ficials, including Gen. Bell, but the
Mexican officials expressed confidence
Í
in their reliability.
v....-s-,...T..,s.-

f

I
-

I

..

(Washington. American troops wjiU
bés withdrawn from Mexico, immedi- ately,if Francisco Villa is dead. Ad-- ;
.ministration officials made this un-- i
qualified, statement, commenting bn
reports from Mexican sources that the
bandit's body "had been discovered and
was bein g taken from , .Cusi .to Chi-- ?
huahua City by special rain.- -

Stewed, Beef With Dried Green Peas.
Wash (after picking over) one pint
of dried green peas. Put in kettle
with enough water and let come to a
boll (water should cover), and while
teaspoon-fu- l
boiling. add about one-hal- f
of baking soda (saleratus). Continue boiling for about five or ten minutes, then remove from fire and strain
and wash the peas to free from taste
f
pound
of soda. Prepare about
of lean beef (stew beef) by rinsing
and cutting up in not too small pieces.
Put the meat and prepared peas again
In kettle and stew until meat is tender. Keep covered with water while
meat; is cooking.s Season with salt,
pepper and a small lump of butter (the
butter may be omitted, but I prefer to
add it).
'
;

one-hal-

Pommes a la Creme.
""Having smoothly blended' one table- spoonful each of butter and floury stir
them into one breakfast curful of hot
milk, continue stirring over the fire
until thick, seas .n ; well, and add two
cooked poh
''.i. h breakfast cupfuls of sliced
nMitiCJi-chopped
parsley,
y Washington. First official news of tatoes and' a little
thoroughly
and
serving,
f the attack oni American soldiers Í at heating.',
oven,
a deep
in
not
in
or
the
browned
War
reached
the
12th
on
the
f
Parral
!
dish.
'V?
?
night
in
Sunday
a
Department
report from Brig. Gen. Persti-"
;
;
Veal Salad.
ing telling how Carranza .soldiers
you
when
have
finished
nice
is
This
town
Joined, civilians or tne Mexican
'
up
Cut
veal.
veal in
of
roast
... in an unprovoked tiassault upon two with a
diced,
celery
of
place
troops of 'the Thirteenth cavalry un- dice, also bunch
leaves.
Pour over
der Maj,, Frank Tompkins, killing two oh bed of lettuce
olives,
stuffed
ones
place
few
tíressing,
troopers.
wounding
of
six.
the
and
look
peppers
attractive
and
red
with
reported
message
was
said it
The
by
chopping
'
flavor,,too,
a
add
delicate
privately that' forty t. Mexicans
including a major, were killed In a few with, the Salad.
and one civilian wounded.
-
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These Three Women Tell How They
Escaped the Dreadful Ordeal of
; Surgical Operations.
Hospitals are great and necessary institutions, but they
should be the last resort for women who suffer with ills
peculiar to their sex. Many letters on file in the Pinkham
Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., prove that a great number of
women after they have been recommended to submit to an
operation , have been made well by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. Here are three such letters.4 AH
sick women should read them.
,

Marinette. Wis." I went to the doctor and'
he told me I must have an operation for a female
trouble, and I hated to have it done as I had been
married only a short time. I would have terrible
pains and my hands and feet were cold all the
time. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound and was cured, and I feel better in every,
way. I give you permission to publish my name
because I am so thankful that Xfeel well again.
Mrsy Feed Behnke, Marinette, Wis.
Betroit Mich. "When I first took'Lvdia E
J tinkham's Vegetable Compound I was so run down
Li
with female troubles that I could not do anything, and our doctor '
eaid I would have to1 undergo an operation. I could hardly walk
without help so when I read about the Vegetable Compound and what
of
it had done for others I thought I would try it I got a bottle
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and a package of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Sanative Wash and used them according to directions.
They helped me and today I am able to do all my work and I am well.?
Mrs. Tnos. Dwyeb, 989 Milwaukee Ave., East, Detroit, Mich.
Bellevue, Pa. tt I suffered more than tongue can tell with terrible
bearing down pains and inflammation. ,1 tried several doctors and í
they au told me the same story? that I never could get well without í
an operation and I just dreaded the thougWfof that. I also tried a
good many other medicines that were recommended to me and none
of them helped me .until a friend advised me to give Lydia E. Rnk-- ;
ham's Vegetable Compound a trial The first bottle helped, I kept
taking it and now I dont know what it is to be sick any more and 1 ;
am picking up in weigbit. I am 20 years old and weigh 145 pounds, i
can have the oppor- It will be the greatest pleasure to me if I woman.?
Misa Ireni,
tunity to recommend,, it to any other suffering
Pa.
j
Bellevue,
Side,
1923
North
Manhattan
St,
Fboelicuer,
iiiiiiiii
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yon would like special advice write to Lydia E. Pinkham'
IfCo.
lied. (confidential), Lynn. Mass. Your Utter will be opened,
jetad and answered t?j a woman cnl held in strict ccncnc3i

;
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r. S. Locke, D. D. S.

o

United States
Ccn'.m::::cner

of
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Alex Arnold, of Solano, called
Monday morning to see that the
,

Filings, Contests, Proofs, Etc

Will be in ROY

May 1st to 7th

:

W. H. Guthman
Roy, N. Mex.

Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

l:r
rtnba.

Bath Rc:m Especially XXXii

Ladies,

Stapot

and Hair

BEDS
Wo hnvn Four. Elegant

Address David R. BOYD, Pres.

ly Furnished Bods for
Transient Customers.

N. M.

S.H.Jenkins,
Proprietor,

Roy Telephone Company
r

"

Gilstrap Bro's, Proprietors
-

'

--

"

-

;

;.

-

...

-

A. S. HANSON

J

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers

acknowledged.
NEW MEXICQ
ROY,

Connected with all Bell Long Distance

telephone Linci'.

'''-V-

Do your business by phone and get your answer at same
time and save telegraphic delays..

Office and EXCHANGES AT

W.H. WILLCOX
United States .
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

ld

Vrivat Lint
$3X0 per mo.

Local RetUU.ic
$1 50 per mo.
3

3

Local Baains

$2.59 por m

tt'ilrw'oi

FOR SALE 160 acres fenced
2 miles from Solano price
Four miles east of Solano, NWJ
Sec.
Taxes paid to 1915; dear $1200.00 half down.
title. $16.00 per acre, cash, deal made
D. S. DURRIN
through Roy Bank r 1st Natl, PawSolano, N. M
nee, Okla. Terms may be sarrangea
s

160-ACR-

29-19-2-

M. D. GIBBS

Catalog, now ready.

1916-1- 7

Albuquerque.

I have three yearling Holstein
and
Bulls for sale High-Grad- e
fine individuals. Also my
Herd Bull. These animals should be at the head of
dairy herds and I will sell them

right..

A modern Barber Shop.

'

New Mexico State University.

Holstein Bulls For Sale- :-

"v.-.'--..'.'-

New Bath Rooms and up4o
date Fixtures.

Investigate your chances in the

';'

three-year-o-

BARBER SHOP

Have you considered the importance of acquiring your college
education in the state where you expect to make your home?
Do you expect to live in the great soutnwest? Then keep in
m'wd that while getting your edaeation at the State University
of New Mexico, you are also in constant touch with the men,
conditions and assosiations in and with which you will make
your way after college days are over. IF YOU GO TO AN
EASTERN SCHOOL the lessons of acquaintance and personal
relations must be learned all over again when you begin the business
of life.

:

treat you rifht

THE NEW

Have you considered th Importance of your environment dur
Inj: eolle days, on your future success la life?

.

-

Next to the Bank, Roy.N.M.
Nicely Furnished Slteplnj
Rooms in Connection.

N
Look at it from this Angle
Mr. Young Man about to enter College

Washington, D. .C.
'
; April 12th, 1916.
t
To the People of Roy:- The Agricultural
Yearbook, 1915 Edition, is now
ready for distribution. T will be
glad to answer all calls for copies
of same until my cupply is ex''
hausted,
...
Very truly yours,
T. B. Catron.
'

We feed you well and

ioc:llBI;

oliSH llollc

PrtrrfttrM

Good Meals. 25 eta

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

P. H. Bra Me, editor of the
Farmington Enterprise, has been
indicted for libel for charges he
made against Mr. Shelton, late
in charge of the Shiprock Indian
Agenc BraMe tried to "Duck"
but was caught at Tellunde, Col
orado and brought back.

'

Emilia RoMoro,

Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

m

--

The Roy Cafe

to do your Dental vork.

NOTICE
The undersigned members of
the firm of Self & Plumlee have
mutually agreed to a disolution
of partnership to take effect on
tViA i at dav of Mav 1916. Parties
T
VMV
knowing themselves maeDtea to
this firm will olease arrange to
settle their accounts eithtr by
cash or note within the next
thirty days.
Dr. T, F. Self.
Dr. C. Plumlee.

.

Office with Spanish-America- n
Roy, New Mexico

0

CANE SEED FOR SALE
I have a quantity of finé home
grown cane seed for sale at a
cent a pound, you bring four own
sacks and come to my farm seven miles northeast of Roy for it.
Wm. HILL,
ROY, N. M.

1

.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE

keeps coming to him. He
has been employed as Engineer
for the Continental Tie and Lum
ber Co. at Cimmarron, this winter but hopes to cut loose and
come down here and farm by another year. Mr. Arnold is one
of our best hustlers and will not
always have to seek employment
away from his ciaim.
S-- A.

F. H. FOSTE1

E

and Proof a.
Filings, Contest
Careful and competent services rendered m all land matters.

FARM FOR SALE

8,

;
by addressing
W. H. Parrott, Pawnee, Okla.

J. FLOERSHEIM
.

Notary Public

BETTER PICTURES

to
Send your
Johnson Studio Dawson N. M.
Thote Insistent Admirers.
day
Count that
lost whose low, de- fully equipt latest approved mescending sun finds no new candidate thod worki absolutely first class
whose friends say he must run.
in every respect, write for price
kodak-finishin-

g

,

list;;
WANTED FAT HOGS, at the new
Meat Market, in Bacharach's Store.
4tf

:

JOHNSON'S STUDIO,
....

.

'

Dawson, N. M.

Conveyances andtransfers. Promptness and care In all matters.

Headquarters for Newspaper
Magazines anu jtosi varus
Fairview Pliaraac?

WHEN DOREMUS WAS AN EDITOR

la

.

Representative Frank E. Doremua.
chairman of the Democratic congressional committee, used, to run a little
weekly newspaper in Michigan. Ills
specialty was writing about the tariff.
He was seventeen years oí age and
had once written an essay on the tariff for a high school literary ' society.
He therefore agreed to be the local
authority on tariff matters, "yhen his
paper had been going for about a
week, Doremus burst forth in a column editorial It was about the tariff.
The next day the probate Judge of the
county came in, threw a copy of the
paper on the counter, and ordered his
'
subscription stopped.
"And I was the harpiest" man in
town," says, Doremus, "for I had
found another person besides myself
who took me seriously."
.
. .
fina a, a 1hub t xiramp printer,
working on Doremus' paper, got drunk
and ram ft in tYia nfflnn
wuvw In
1U on
au iUCir lllLKlll.j
"Get out of here," ordered Doremus.

Paper Shortage, Warning Congress Should Heed
attention of the department of commerce is called by
WASHINGTON.The large
paper manufacturing company to the fact that

theré is a serious shortage of raw material for the manufacture of paper. In- eluding rags and old papers. He
urges that the department should
make it known that the collecting and
saving of rags and" old papers would
greatly better existing conditions for
American manufacturers.
Something like 15,000 tons of different kinds of paper and paper board
are manufactured every day In the
United States, and a large proportion
of this after it has served its purpose
could be used over again, it is said.
In the early history of the paper in
"I'll give you Just one minute to
&f Ml) tt
dustry publicity was given to the importance of saving rags. The department of commerce declares that the warning Is as Important now as it was
The man did not move.
.
n
.
"If you don't go out I'll throw you out," declared Doremus, though the then.
The
congress
might, well read the foregopaper
in
on
committees
waste
man was twice as big as he. "You've got a minute to get out and thirty secing.
Is there so much useless
country
Perhaps
In
no other section of the,
onds of your time is already up."
' For some strange reason the man got up
used annually in the
consumption
are
paper
Tons
as In Washington.
of
and moved out
printing
nobody
reads and which eventually
of books and pamphlets which
"What if he hadn't gone?" Doremus was asked.
And
their way to the trash boxes. This does not refer to the bulletins issued
"Well," he answered, "I suppose I would simply have had to give him
by
'
the department of agriculture, which, Judging by the demand, evidently
an extension of time."
are widely read.. Most. of the waste is in the printing of "stuff" read into
the Congressional Record by members of congress.

'

.

...
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MAROONED IN THE ANTARCTIC
mm

,m

niMi

a

Miii

Photography Important in the Government's Work

Mill

Lieut. Sir Ernest H. Shackleton,
head of the British Antarctic expedition, will be compelled to remain any :.'A'.v.v.w.y:-other year near the south end of the
earth,' according to word brought to
New Zealand by the Aurora, one of
his vessels, which was driven back
by storms.
' - The
adventure of Lieutenant
purpose
Shackleton had a three-folto navigate the Antarctic on a meridian; to secure for the British flag
the honor of being the first national
emblem thus to be taken from sea to
sea across this South pole realm, and
to conduct scientific work relating,
among other phases, to meteorology,
geography, geology and geodetic sur--'
'
vey.
i
expedition
left England in
The
six weeks after
about
two sections
began,
but it was
war
the European
1915, after
January,
early
in
not until
delay due to unfavorable ice condi- tlons, that the party, headed by Sir Ernest himself, set off on a 1,700-mil- e
vovneft frrnn Smith Georeria. an uninhabited island in the South . Atlantic
ocean about 800 miles due east of Cape Horn, for Ross sea on the other side
of the South .pole.
.

1

d
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KERN'S CALF CASE

bigger ánd bigger place in the. work of the
PHOTOGRAPHY Is finding a
important has it become, in fact, thai some of the govern-- ,
ment departments are finding it worth while to give their employees, engaged
'
'
in all manner of special fields, instruc- v
.
tion in the manipulation of photographic apparatus and a knowledge of
the selection of light and other conditions and the treatment of subjects.
With the rapid growth of photography in the last dozen or so years
the government has found an increasing number of uses to'p"ut the science
to, both for the keeping of scientific
records and for the clearer and more
forceful presentation of Information
meant to reach the general public. Di
visions of photography and photographic laboratories have sprung up in
practically every branch of the federal government.
The growth of the use of photography has been especially rapid In the
department of agriculture, where records of the various phases of development of plants cán best be made in this way.. A large proportion of the
bulletins issued by the department is now illustrated, many of them pre--,
fusely; and most of the field men of the department "who are carrying on or
inspecting work go forth armed with cameras. One of the results of this
general use of photography is that the departmental photographic laboratory Is practically swamped with photographs-mos- t
of the time. This vast
amount of material is a mixture of good, and bad. the poor and unimportant
films requiring about as much care and the expenditure of timé in their
preparation as the good and Important ones. The situation is such that the
agricultural department has found It. advisable to take steps to raise the
standard of its amateur work, and it has, therefore, through Its photographic
specialists, issued lengthy instructions and suggestions in the hope of bring- ing all of its employees who make use of cameras in their .work more nearly
a
4. f
into tne ciass oi pnoiograpmc experts.
m

When' Senator John W; Kern was
a young lawyer at Kokomo, Ind., he
represented one side of a case In
which the whole controversy hinged
on the identity and ownership of a

'''.,

a.

.

Government Clerks

Now Seek

$3 Minimum Pay

won its fight agajnst the Borland eight-hou- r
amendment, the
Service Employees' union is now busying itself working for an
increase in pay for all government workers receiving less than $3 a day A
meeting of the union was held recently when permanent organization was
n
i
i rr--secompleted and representatives to work
for a minimum wage law. for government employes were chosen. ' f
f'nno'rpnsTnflT .Nolan nf California
Is the patron of the bill now pending Jú
for a minimum wage in

HAVING

certain calf.
The chief witness on the side
against Kern was a colored man. He
contended that the calf belonged to
his friend, Mr. Jones. When Kern examined him the conversation ran
';
something like this:
"How do you know this was Mr. '
V
Jones' calf?"
' "Well, sah, I had seen it around
his place so much that I Jes' natu'lly '
got acquainted with it.-- 1 seen it there
with the cow its maw and I no- -'
ticed it p'ticuiy because it had Xunny
marks on it. When' you see a calf
ev'ry day you simply become familyah

the departments.
The bill provides that no employee
of the United States government shall
receive less than $3 a day, . $90 a
month, or $1,080 a year. - The measure
also calls for a 5 per cént increase in the salaries of those who are employed
by the year and who now receive less than $1,08Q,' '
;.
;'
with it."
l
With a view to presenting the strongest possible argument' for .an In; "What kind of a looking calf was ,
crease In the wage, scale, which, has not been. changed since 1854, the union
is collecting statements from scores of employees who receive less than,
"It was a red calf, sah, with whiteears' and a white nose."
$1,080 a year.
:.':y:ru:c-i',-'"And' it belonged to, Mr.' Jones?"
'i, "i
These statements, which are held In confidence by union officials, are
Tessah."'""'
to show' the difficulties, the small salary recipients encounter in trying
said
'
"Now, suppose that all the testimony here should show that the calf in
money received from the government and contain arguments
on
this case was a white calf with red ears and a red nose. What would you to live of the
.
the proposed increase.
in favor
'gay about, thatfS
V
, "Well, sah, I reckon" Td say It belonged to Mistan Jones."
v
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Those in this community who are
wise to the various manipulations of
civil government" to cater to political
ends, are speculating on how the main
"Powers" are going to manage some
things so that they may continue to

PERSONAL and
LOCAL X
Whiting's house was partly unroofed by the wind Wednesday night.
The tin roof peeled and went off across
the country. Workmen replaced it
next morning.
Mrs".

,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The snow storm followjng the wind
of Wednesday replaced the moisture
lost by the wind and farming goes on
all over the mesa.

It is with especial pleasure we add
the name of J. C. Lloyd, of Mosquero,
to our ever growing list of readers.
Our Mosquero list is our special pride
- as its growth from one to 25 papers
a week has all been-mad- e
within the
past few months.
.'- -

protect their friends and persecute
their enemies such a short time before election.
If some parties are punished it will
make them hard to manage this fall.
If they are not punished, and some
well remembered history of the past
is repeated, it is going to be exposed
in all its ugliness to a Very intelligent
citizenship, unless of course, the newspapers can be "muzzled," and that has
not proved an easy task so far.
It would appear that certain parties
are at present "betwéen the Devil and
the deep blue Sea" and doubtless wish
their political friends had been more
circumspect in their conduct of late.
",
is
Here's hopin' the
not crippled in her other four senses.'
"Blind-Goddess-

Roy is paying for free water for
FOR SALE Two young mares with
patrons of the town and has it in
colts; 'also three head ofvmules, com- all
but we are keeping mighty
ing
three and a half miles abundance,
it.
still
about
'
northeast of Roy.
Sarah Myers.
No use having a public utility unless
you tell about it and that is why wé
aré telling the world that there is a
NOTICE: To my patrons. After tank full of w.ater at The Roy Garage
April 24th. 1916for a short time and Feed Yard that is always ready
thirsty teams. The town is payLwill office at my residence just for
ing for it by subscription and anybody
.north of the Christairi Church; . who says he can't water his team in
Dr. C. Plumlee. Roy is mistaken.
;

"To the Gallows9

The Variety Machine W orks

After!"

Foot-a-nd

Would You Go There?

'Ha8 installed a new
Oxy-Acety-

ie Welding Machine

le

Would you stand by your lover's side in
the shadow of the gallows ánd try to protect- Kim in the face of overwhelming
evidence of guilt?

With which we can we)rCastirdn, Steel, Aluminara and
all kinds of Castings. VTtiia '.helps to make our Shop the
'.
SHOP in
best Equipped MACHINE and
'
Northern New Mexico. v
:v',
steel,
in
and
al!
wood,
ircn
kinds
We do' repair work of
We repair Engines, Boilers and Machinery, do Ulaeksmith-inand heavy Forging.'
'
.
Wood-Working-

".:.'- -

.

GARAGE IN CONNECTION
Automobile Work- is our Specialty. Bring in your Car.
or call us and we will com and get it,' weld your old broken
parts and put it in order. Call and see our shop, we'd like
acquainted.
to
j
-

','

gt

Tlie

liiail

g

...

:

1

Willi

did, and never for a moment lost her loyalty to her lover and friend though all the
evidence in the world seemed .'dead
against him.

"

C. E. Anderson & Sons.

"

Chateau

i

.

PALOUSE VALLEY
The farmers of the valley
joicing oyer the ' twenty-fou- r
of snow and rain, whrch has
ground in excellent condition
spring crops. The wheat is

'

list.

":

t:

Roy Morris was at Mr. . Callahan's
after cane seed Saturday. ...

are re
hourrf

put the
for the

By Ernest W. Hornung

looking

Author of "Raffles,' "'The Amateur Cracksman,"Etc

fine.
G. R.

.

ready.
Grandma Half erty was sick last
Thursday.
Robt. Carpenter is breaking his new
'."
horse to ride.
.
.
TLfv
T.ohnvf roo nnt in liia noi nrrt- borhood on land business Thursday.
Mr. Gibbons has been plowing for
Irve Edgerly the' last week.
Mrs. Edith Morris , is on the sick

thousand. It is a great mystery story.
It is morea character story so strong that
the reader hangs breathless on the fate of
the man and woman he knows and likes.

Palouse
xrxooóooc

--

Ted Thompson and family spent last
.. ,
Sunday at Ben Sandlina.,
Mr. Phillips and wife arrived from
ansas City in their auto Monday.
They expect to make their future home
;
.;s
on their claim near here.
Mrs. Williams left Wednesday for
Dacoma, Okla.,. to be at the bedside
of her mother, Mrs. Boggs, who is
very low.
,
'.
Thursday
Miss Rosier wett to Raton
'to attend Teachers' meeting. School
was closed for the rest of, the week.
We had a' fine snow Thursday night
and Friday. Watch the farmers plow
now. It is time to plant . corn al-

This is the story of the one woman in4a

OCOCXDCOCCOOOO

'.,r'.

Randall was a business caller

at

",'

Pa-lous-

'

'.''!'

,.

It is the new serial we have secured and
the first installment will appear in an

Mills Monday.,
i
The ball game Sunday afternoon at
Palouse was well attended, and the
early issue.
scores were 9 to 23 in favor of
' The Mills team and Palouse
teams will cross bats on the ball park
one mile north of the Palouse school
house, on Sunday the 23rd. Everybody (jome. ,
F. 0. Seright was a Roy caller last
'
Tuesday.'
C. W. Knotts of the Jack and Jen-ne- tt
Col. "Reddick has returned from the
farm of Chico, was in the Valley east where he has spent the winter,
four days of last week, and the re- and is busy with a table spoon carrysults are that F. 0. White will stand ing the. sand back on his place which
the same jack, at his place that he blew away during his absence.
'
did last year. This is a fine individÓ.
'
C. W. Knotts and F.
White were
ual and one of the few registered
storm
caught in the snow
in Roy last
jack's of the mesa."
get
home until
Thursday and didn't
John Holder was a caller in Roy Saturday.
''' :
.

,'

- ,:C

é.

'

You Must Be Sure To Read It

.

-

-

;

last Thursday.

F. L. Goehri went to Mills Tuesday on business.
;
Goe-'
Robert Seright is helping F. L.
hri on'' his new cistern at this writing.
,.
'
Jim Miller and family Sundayed at
W. S. Dunn's.
:

'

;

,
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CONTROL DISEASES
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OF SWEET POTATOES

MILK CO OLES!
.

REFRIGERATOR
HAS MUCH MERIT.
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Field diseases oí sweet potatoes ara
usually controlled by seed selection
and disinfection, the proper preparation of the hotbed and crop rotation.
Root rot, which attacks other crops
besides sweet potatoes, Is best controlled by deep, clean cultlratlon, aeration of the soil and crop rotation.
Farmers' bulletin 714, a new publication of the department of agriculture, describes five of the principal
field diseases of sweet potatoes. These
are all caused by some fungi In the
seed or In the ground. For stem rot,
iblack root, and foot rot, the essential
point is to plant clean seed In a clean
hotbed. If the field Itself becomes infested, use it for other crops for a
period of three or four years. Healthy
seed can be secured by selecting it
in the fall at digging time, while the
potatoes are still attached to the'
vines. Each hill should be tested by
splitting the stem and potatoes should
be taken only from plants the insides
of which are not streaked with black!
It should be remembered, however,
.s

,

practice of using the same soil in the
hotbed year after year is probably one
of the chief sources of distributing
sweet potato disease. Even if the soil
is thrown out after the hotbed season
is over, it frequently is left by the
slds of the hotbed and is used the
following year.
Soil that has been used in the hotbed should be hauled away, together
with all the rubbish around the bed.
The framework of the hotbed and tho
ground around it should then be thoroughly soaked with a solution of formaldehyde made by mixing one pint
of formalin and 30 gallons of water.
An alternative solution may be made

'S

l

"''f

-
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f

Section Through' á Sweet Potato,
Showing the Blackened Ring Just
Below the Surface Caused by Stem-Ro- t
Fungus.

,

.

.

:

that a heavy frost will blacken the
bundles in the same way as stem rotr
In the spring, or during the winter, it
la frequently impossible to tell whether the potatoes are diseased or not,
since "they become darkened after a
period of storage. For this reason
fall selection is essential.
Just before they are bedded, the
seed potatoes should be , disinfected
by submerging them from five to ten
minutes in a solution of one ounce
s
of corrosive, sublimate to eight
of wat fir. Onlv wood fin' vessels
should be used for disinfectionf. Corrosive sublimate, It must be, remembered, is a strong poison, and should
be kept out of the way of animals or
human beings. After disinfection the
potatoes should be rinsed In pure water and laid in the sun to dry. This
treatment will not destroy any fungus within the potato, but it will kill
spores that may be on the surface.
That á 'hotbed should be free from
germs of the disease is almost as im
gal-inn-
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,An additional precaution is to cook
all decayed or diseased potatoes before feeding them to stoc, and never
to throw them in the yard. If this is
neglected, disease may find its way
to the hotbed through the medium of
stable manure.
These precautions in disinfecting
the seed and the hotbed will, of
course, be largely wasted if the field
is infected. It is not known exactly
fungus will
how long the stem-ro- t
live in the soil in the absence of sweet
potatoes, but probably for several
years. For this reason sweet potatoes
should not be planted in the same
ground oftener than once in three or
,

four years.
Unlike stem rot, black rot spreads
freely through potatoes in storage.'
It is, therefore, most important that
no potatoes with this disease find
their way into the storage bouse. It
is also desirable to pick over the
seed In the spring again and discard
any potatoes with suspicious spots. ,
Root rot and scurf are controlled
in much the same way as stem rot,
black rot and foot rot. Scurf, it has
been found, is worse on heavy soils
and on soils containing a large quantity of, organic matter, such as manure. A wet season is also favorable
to the spread of the disease. In controlling foot rot, it is important to remember that although this diseasa
attacks a great variety of plants, it
has never been known to attack corn
or any of the cereals.7 These can,
therefore, be grown
on the infected
v
grounds.
.
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HARD

TO

COLOR

KEEP

Are Soaked Before
Washing Look Best and Last
For Long Time.

Cottons That

I

The recent agitation about inferior
dyestuffs has made women hesitate
when looking at the lovely summer
fabrics. Here are a few hints about
preserving the colors: For mauve or
lavender put the articles In cold water
with common baking powder, adding
gallon of water one
to one-hal- f
hour,
of soda. Soak one-hawash carefully, in lukewarm twater,
using a little pure soap. Rinse thoroughly and dry in the shade. For
blues, one, teaspoonful of murlatio
acid to a gallon of water. For greens,
alum water is good, using four ounces
of alum to a tubful of water. Often
common salt dissolved in water will
set colors. A tablespoonful to a gallon
of water. The dyeing of colored wash
goods Is most important. They should
be dried quickly and In the shade.

table-spoonf- ul

that the treatment be repeated after
about twenty-fou- r
hours. The fresh
soil, preferably sand, for the hotbed,
should be obtained from some place
where sweet potatoes have never been
grown. A high spot in the woods is
excellent for the purpose. The upper
six inches of the soil should be thrown
away and only the subsoil used. The
same implements used to handle and
haul away the old dirt should not be
used for the new soil unless they have
been cleaned and disinfected with a
solution of either formalin or corro-

This dress or covering will have to
be hooked around the top edge also.
Two double strips one-hál- f
the width
of each side should be sewed on the
top of each side and allowed to extend
pver about two and one-hal- f
or three
Inches in the pan of water. The bottom of the covering should extend to
the lower edge of the case.
Place the refrigerator in a shady
place where air will circulate around
it freely. If buttons and buttonholes
are used on the canton flannel instead
of buggy hooks, the cost should not
exceed 85 cents.
Another type of Iceless refrigerator,
similar in principle to the one described, Is shown in the illustration.
As will be seen, this consists of three
shelves, attached to a substantial
piece of lumber running through the
center of each shelf. A heavy cross-piec- e
at the bottom of the central support serves as a base. A bag of canton flannel, and opening on the side,
covers the refrigerator and may be
drawn tight at the bottom by means of
a string around the edge. Buggy or
automobile curtain hooks and eyes
may be used for the opening, although
buttons and buttonholes will probably
do as well.

l

by dissolving one pound of copper sulphate in 25 gallons of water. Whichever solution is used, it is advisable

sive sublimate.

"

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The iceless refrigerator, or milk
cooler, is one of several simple devices which farm women of the South
are making and using in their home
demonstration work. It has been found
to be a useful convenience for the hot
summer days of the South, and frequently more than 100, have been

t

Sweet Potito Plant, Showing Characteristic Symptoms of Stem, Rot.
(Prepared by the United State Depart- portant as that the seed potatoes
ment of Agriculture.)
themselves, should be. The common

.

Perfectly Simple Device, but a Most
Useful Convenience During the Hot
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made in a single county. The cooler,
which was designed by Prof. M. T.
Fullan of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, consists of a wooden frame
covered with canton flannel or fcome
similar material. It is desirable that
the frame be screened, although this
is not absolutely necessary. Wicks
made of the same material as the covering rest in a pan of water on top of
the refrigerator, allowing the water
to seep down the sides. When evaporation takes place the heat Is taken
from the inside, with a consequent
lowering of the temperature. On dry,
hot days a temperature of 50 degrees
can be oftained In this refrigerator.
The following description will aid In
the construction of this device:
Make a screened case three and one-hafeet high with the other dimensions 12 by 15 inches. If a solid top
is used, simply place the water pan
on this. Otherwise flit the pan closely
into the opening .of the top frame and
support it by one-inc- h
cleats fastened
to the insidi of the frame. Place two
movable shelves in the frame, 12 to 15
inches apart. Use a biscuit pan 12
inches square on the top to hold the
water, and where the refrigerator is
to be used Indoors have the whole
thing standing In a large pan to catch
any drip. The pans and case may be
painted white, allowed to dry, and then
enameled. A covering of white canton
flannel should be made to fit the
frame. Have the smooth side out and
button the covering on the frame with
buggy or automobile curtain hooks and
eyes, arranged so that the door may'
be opened without unfastening these
hooks. This can easily be done by putting one row of hooks on the edge of
the door near the latch and the other
Just opposite the opening with the hem
on each side extended far enough to
cover the crack at the edge of the
door, so as to keep out the warm, outside air and retain the cooled air.'
lf

.

Never hang a print skirt or waist
double over the line. Hang it from
one of the wooden arms made pur
posely for hanging skirts.
Fads and Fancies.
There is a nositive rage lor smocES.
The pinafore has suddenly assumed
quite an important place in our wardrobes, and has much care and thought
lavished upon it. Smocking is perhaps
the most popular decoration for it, for
it gives the most prosaic garment an
element of chic at once. Strangely
enough, flannel seeins a favorite material for the making of smocks. Cotton crepe is also used a good deal,
being easily washed and requiring no
ironing it lends itself excellently to
practical uses. Some charming pinamade in gayly colfores for grown-up- s
ored chintzes and flowered linens have
been seen recently one pretty, fair
girl looked like a vision of Botticelli's
in a coarse
La tiene simoneuaprinted
with a Florwhite Unen hand
entine flower design but plain colors
smocked in á contrasting shade with
coarse silk or cotton are pretty and
successful, and easily made at home.
Keep your smocking even, running
lines' of white cotton along first to
keep you straight," and using a fair
strong luster cotton or thick silk for
smocking. Fine cottons and silks are
apt to break in the wash and will not
stand hard water.
7
'

Making Muslins Nearly. Fireproof.
Muslins and laces may be rendered
much less Inflammable by simply mixing with the starch used in laundering an equal quantity of whiting.

.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

HORSES FOR SALE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

1

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mar. 29, 1916
March, 22 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Henry "NOTICE is hereby glvtn
that RanE. Dean, of Solano, N. M. who on 5
dolph Grouse, of Roy, Mora County,
1912 and
1915 made HE no. 014361
New Mexico, who, on Oetober 27, 1911
and, 020074 for NWi-SW- :
made
Homestead Entry Serial No. 014
NWJ-SESWJ-NE- i:
and NEJ- 069'. r
and SWJ, Section 17
SWi, Section 24, Twp.'9N Ranee TownshipWJ21 SEÍ
26 E. NMP.
N.
Range
N. M.'P. Meridian, has filed
27E.
nofiled
has
notice of intention to make Three year Meridian,
proof to establish claim to the land tice of intention to make Final Three
above dencribed before Register & Re Year Proof, to establish claim to the
civer, U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N land above described, before W. II.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
Mex. on the 16th day of Maj, 1916.
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 6th ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
day of May 1916.
Marion V Milbnrn, John W Bowman
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hollie It Johnson, Walte- - J. Hutson,
Harry E Hughes
Sam Fesster,
all f Solano.N M: :
Á.
Roy
Roy,
and
all
of
Fraak
PAZ VALVERDE
Samuel R. Crouse of Mills, N. M.
Register
8
PAZ VALVERDE,
2--

7,

J;

.

1

Department of the Interior
I have for sale 100 head of
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N." M.
horses consisting of mares and
'
Am1 19 IOTA
geldings, broke - and unbroke,
which I will sell at private sale,
ta Maes, of Bueyeros New Mexico,
on time, until Oct. 1st, 1916.
who, on Dec. 21st, 1910, and Sept. 26,
T7
A
--Í
These horses are all in condi- mil . A TI
012571 and 018539, for WJ SWJ, See 8
tion to go into spring work.
Sec. 7 and SWJ-SW- i
Sec
My ranch is 20 miles northeast and
Sec, 7, and
of Mills and 3 miles west of the 5,
Sec. 8, Township 21 N. Range 31 E. N
old HT ranch. Horses will be M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in- -:
delivered. '
tention to makethree year Proof, to
Y

SJ-SE- L

NEJ-NE-

Harry

Harrington, N. M.

Dr. W. Leming,
Speciailst

N.-'M- .

5-- 6"

4--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

,

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Mar. 29, 1916
given that ' William
hereby
iá'
Notice
A, De Force, of Mills, N. M. who, on
May 16, 1911. made Homestead Entry
No. (113264 for Lots 3, 4, and S
Sec. 2, Twp. 21N
Rntí, 26E, NMP Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before Fl H.Foster, IL S. Commissioner, at Roy,
N.M. on the 10th day of May, 1016.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W

B C Jordan

J

E Russell

'

George Oockrell
'
J B Russell

all of Mills, N
4-- 8

M.

Glasses Fitted

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

at

Home Hotel

establish claim to the land above de- -,
scribed, before Register and Reciever,
U S. Land Office at Clayton ' New
Mexico, on the 9th day of June 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:

'

25-20

New Mexico.

Register- -

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Clayton, New Mexico

March 22,

Now taCThrooit

Tucumcari,

'

1916

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
NOTICE is hereby given that Sam
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Ratcliff, of Roy, Mora County, New
' .
April 6, 1916.
Mexico, who. on June, 4lh 1913, made
NOTICE is hereby given that DavHomestead' Entry No. 015986, for NWi id N. Livingston, of Solano, Mora Co
Section 26 Twp. New Mexico, who, on June, 18th, 1913
and
20. N., Range 26 E., NMP Meridian, made Homestead Entry, No. 016340,
filed foVNEj; and
has
secSWÍ-Snotice of intention to make Three tion 12, Township 19N. Range 27 E,
Year Proof, to establish claim to the N. M. P, Meridian
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
New Mexico on the 9th day of May to the land above described,
before F.
1916, .
H. Foster, U-- S.
Commissioner at his
Claimant names as witnesses:
office in Roy, Mora County, New MexC. O. Scott; ico on the 16th day of May 1916.
Hillard Rhyne,
Geo. Ray,
E. F. Ivey,
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Roy, New Mexico.
John Myers,
Dock Pierce
PAZ VALVERDE,
E. D. Choate,
John Mackey
Register All of Solano New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
,
Register
.

,

NJ-SE- J,

E,

.

;

M&fch 16 1916,

NOTICE is hereby given that Matilda J. Been, widow of John A. Betm
deceased, of Mosquero New Mexico,
who, on March 1st. 1612, made Home-

stead Entry serial No. 014443, for
i;
and NWi, Settion
20, Township 19N. Range 29 E; NMP.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Yar proof, to establish claim to the land above describ- .j i e
r o r : - tt a n
missioner, at Solano, N. M. on the
8th, day of May 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Aivin Cloud,
Frank M. Driskill, "
Albert Driskill
Charley Sanger,
s
All of Mosquero, New. Mexico.
-

WJ-NE-

Wi-SW-

1;

-4-29

Roy New Mexico

FIRST CLASS
IN EVERY RESPECT

M'mes Keene & Moore
Props.
We Solicit Your Patronage

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
'
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
' .
April 6. 1916.
NOTICE is hereby given that T.vm-a- s
Manzanares, of Roy Mora County,
New Mexico, who, on Sept. 24,' 1912.
made Homestead Entry Ne. 015031 for
r.
NWi-SE- i'
the NWJ; WJ-Nsection 15, Township 21N.
Rng, 26E, N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim
to the land above r described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner
at Roy, N. M., on the 16th day of
NEJ-SWJ-

DENTIST
Dr. H; S. Murdoch
will be in Roy
March 20 to 25

May 1916.

;

'

'

;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Iaterior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Apr, 6, 1916,
NOTICE is hereby given that Dock
B. Pearce, of Solano, Mora County,
New Mexico, who, on July 28th,' 19)3
made Homestead Entry No. 016623 for
S El. Sec. 6. and NEJ, section 7
Township 19 N, Range 28E, N. M. P.
'
Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N.
M. on. the 16th; day of May 1916.
,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Alejandro Hernandez, Cosmo HernOffice at the Roy Hospital andez,
Pedro Gonzales
Claimant names as witnesses:
.'
adv Francisco A. Sanchez. All of Roy, John Myers,
D. N. Livingston.
'
New Mexicoi
. ; '
John Mackey
E. D. Choate,
PAZ
VALVERDE
Mexico.
'New
Solano.
of
All
NOTICE TO FARMERS
"
; Register,
PAZ VALVERDE
Let me roll your Discs while you tf 15 5 13
.
wait We will both profit by this
Registei
I guarantee satisfaction I have a
NOTICENO DUMPING
Modern Machine for sharpening Discs
;
PERMITTED
Come and see for yourself.
All persons are hereby warned not
I solicit your patronage in my line.
to
use the land adjoining, the Railway
R; A. PENDLETON,,
...
x
on the West and North of the
track
General Blacksmith
town of Roy, for the dumping of Refc n. Strohq. County Treasurer
.:
use or Garbage. ,
9
Roy Trust & Savings Bank
.

"

,

4-15- -5-13

,:

Pedro Montoya,
Bonifacio Maek,'
All of Bueyeros, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

'

.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

5-- 6

Ey, Ear,

Register.

-429

Lammon.

Wi-NWJ-

J,

Register.

54-22

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
-- March, 161316
NOTICE is hereby given that Alfred
P. Pulis, of Mills, Mora County, New
Mexico, who, on June 21, 1911, March
7th, 1513, and who ón May 6th, 1915,
made Homestead Entry No. 013424 and
J,
015479, 0Í9978,,for
l,
i.
Section 13, TWP.
21 N. Range
25 E.
N.M.F.
filed " notice
Meridian,
has
of intention to make Three Year proof
to establish claim to the land above
descrioed, neiore r . n. r osier, u. d.
Com. at hi3 office at Poy, N. M., oh
,
8th day of May 1916..
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. E. Deaton
Charley C. Coffman,
Oral O. Deaton
Sam Fessler,
:
V
Mexico.
New
All of Mills,
PAZ VALVERDE,
,

EJ-NW-

Ei-SW-

Wi-NW-

1,

WJ-Sw-

Register

5-4-22

,

-

f

PUBLIC SALES

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

We are prepared to CRY S ALES AVISO NO SE PERMITE VACIAR
Anywhere on this Mesa

r elsewhere

FÁRM SALES
STOCK SALES
AUCTION SALES

Experienced Auctioners
Call on us or write for terms,

Col. D. A. Nugon,

Maj. Irvin May erry.

,

Terms Resonable Satisfaction garntd.
Dates at S. A Office

T0MJ.Tatlob. Jr.. Absrtactorl

VAZURAS

Por estas se le da aviso a todo persona de no usar el terreno al lado poniente y norte de la linea férrea en la
Plaza de Roy, Para finds de tirar
v,
';
vasuras. .
&
Savings
Roy Trust
Bank
;
Ry New Mexico

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
v
;
Mora, County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beings
straightened out and we are also prepared . ;
. to furnish Abstracts on these Landa.

,

BARGAINS IN USED AUTOMOBILES. REPAIRED AND REBUILT
AND IN GOOD CONDITION.
ROY GARAGE AND LIVERY
F. S. BROWN, PROP'R.

,

,

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEARTMENT
-

with Promptness
All Matters entrusted to us dispatched
DiMtnout RpnítfMllVar Solicited
Vauh
J, yui VUOUAVbMJ

nd Accuracy
:

